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Graphics in Demography
Susan Cutts Watkins
Demography can be fruitfully viewed as the study of
entries into and exits from a population. The means of
entry or exit may be solely by birth or death, as when
the population under consideration is that of the
world, or, for smaller populations, they may include
migration. The population may also be defined as
bounded by other characteristics-women of childbearing age, retired workers, the readers of a particular journal-and then birth, death, and migration must
be appropriately defined (e.g., new subscribers.) The
size of the population is determined by the balance
between entries and exits; its composition is determined by the relevant characteristics of the initial
population and the rate at which new members with
these characteristics enter and old ones depart.
Since its inception, demography has been centrally
concerned with the search for similarities in patterns
of entry and exit; the explication of formal relations
among mortality, fertility, and the age composition of
a population; and, particularly recently, the determinants and consequences of population growth.
Graphical representations have been used in all three
quests. The application of graphical methods to expose regular patterns in demographic behavior and
to analyze the necessary relations among the formal
determinants of population composition is seen as
early as a 1693 paper by Edmund Halley, preceded
only (and only by a few decades) by John Graunt as
a major figure in the history of mathematical demography. It continues through Nicander, Milne, and
Ouetelet, in the nineteenth century, and Lotka, in the
early twentieth century, to those who developed the
model schedules of mortality, nuptiality, and fertility of
the past few decades. The discovery of empirical regularities has permitted the use of graphical techniques in less sublime, even pedestrian, tasks: when
demographic data are either lacking or thought to be
untrustworthy, as is often the case for both historical
populations and those in contemporary developing
countries, the existence of known regularities makes it
possible visually to compare actual with expected values, and thus to correct what appear to be faulty
data.
Graphics, often imaginative ones, have also been
used didactically to emphasize differences rather
than commonalities. In the late-nineteenth and early
twentieth century, demographers became more
Susan Cotts Watkins is an Assistant Professor in the
Department of Sociology at the University of
Pennsylvania, and an Associate of the Population
Studies Center. She has written about changes in
marriage and in marital fertility in Europe during the
last century.

interested in differentials than in similarities, as they
attempted to describe and understand the contemporary declines in mortality and fertility in Europe
and the United States, and the effect of migration on
their societies. Currently, graphics are being used in
conjunction with the computer to explore and summarize large quantities of demographic information: the
Princeton European Fertility project, a study of the demographic transition in more than six hundred provinces of Europe, provides several innovative
examples of computer graphics.

Regularities and Differences:
Mortality and Age Composition
In demography, practical and theoretical concerns
have often been closely interwoven . That mathematical demography began in the seventeenth century
with a concern for formalizing and generalizing estimates of the probability of dying at any given age is
plausible in the context of a society in which a surge
of interest in science and mathematics, associated
with Puritanism, was put to the service of attempts to
protect survivors from the consequences of high and
unpredictable mortality. The estimation of the probability of dying-and its complement, the probability of
surviving-are critical for the calculation of both insurance and annuities. Thus, an early interest in the field
of demography was the search for a "law of mortality, " a single pattern of mortality that would describe
the risk of dying at every age and would apply to all
populations. The interest of the early demographers in
calculating precisely the probabilities of dying by age
was related to a second practical concern, that of estimating the number of persons in a given category
(for example, the number of men of military age) at a
time when there were few attempts to enumerate populations and little reason for confidence in the results.
Graunt and Halley, in the late-seventeenth century , as
well as others after them recognized that the shape of
the survivorship function, formed by the depletion of a
birth cohort by death as it aged, was one determinant
of the proportion of the population in an age interval.
John Graunt's "Natural and Political Observations
upon the Bills of Mortality" (1662) has been described
as "the first substantive demographic work to have
been written" (Smith and Keyfitz 1977:1 ). Even though
the Bills of Mortality for London provided numbers of
deaths by cause rather than by age, by distinguishing
causes of death common to childhood (such as
teething and measles) and causes of death common
to the aged (chronic rather than acute illnesses)
Graunt was able to establish the crude outlines of the
relationship of mortality risks to age:
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Figure 1 Halley's 1693 Illustration of a Method for
Calculating Annuities During Two Lives. From Edmund
Halley, Degrees of Mortality of Mankind (1942 [1693]).
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Figure 2 Halley's 1693 Illustration of a Method for
Calculating Annuities During Three Lives. From Edmund
Halley, Degrees of Mortality of Mankind (1942).

Whereas we have found that, of 100 quick Conceptions
about 36 percent of them die before they be six years
old , and that perhaps but one surviveth 76, we, having
seven Decads between six and 76 , we sought six mean
proportional numbers between 64 , the remainder, living at
six years , and the one , which survives 76, and finds that
the numbers following are practically near to the truth ; for
men do not die in exact Proportions , nor in Fractions . .. ."
[Graunt 1939 (1662) :69]

Graunt thus established numerically the relative importance of deaths in infancy and childhood compared to deaths at other ages in a population that
suffered from high mortality, a finding equally valid
today.
Following Graunt, Edmund Halley used lists from
Breslau, Poland, of numbers of births and of deaths
by age to construct an age-specific mortality schedule (Halley 1942 [1693]). He used graphs to illustrate
his discussion of a method for resolving the practical
problem of calculating annuities. Figure I , the earliest
graph I have found in the work of demographers,
shows Halley's method for estimating the probability
that both or neither of a couple would survive to old
age. Halley considers only two age groups, old and
young. AB or CD represents the number of persons
at the younger age, and DE or BH their survivors after
a number of years; AC or BD represents the number

at the older age, and AF or Bl the survivors after the
same number of years. Thus the rectangle BHGI represents the probability of joint survival , and CEGF the
probability that neither of the two lives survives. With
Figure 2, Halley's perspective takes on a third dimension as he extends his discussion of the problems involved in calculating annuities for the continuance of
three lives .
Like Graunt, Halley described in writing but not
graphically a survivorship function not dissimilar in
shape to the ones with which we are familiar in contemporary populations suffering from high mortality.
Nicander seems to have been the first person to describe graphically the line traced by observed agespecific mortality rates (Nicander 1801 ). Using information on deaths by age collected by Wargentin, he
pictured the progressive diminution by mortality of a
birth cohort as it ages . A similar presentation was
made by Joshua Milne in his two-volume A Treatise
on the Valuation of Annuities and Assurances on
Lives and Survivors (1815). Figure 3 occurs in the
course of a discussion of the construction of mortality
tables; the problem is to estimate a continuous line
representing survivorship when the only information
on deaths by age is for an aggregate age group , so
that interpolation between the boundaries of the age
group is required to give mortality risks by single
years of age.
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Figure 3 Milne's 1815 Description of the Line Traced by
Observed Age-Specific Mortality Rates. From Joshua Milne,
A Treatise on the Valuation of Annuities and Assurances on
Lives and Survivorships; and on the Construction of Tables
of Mortality; and on the Probabilities and Expectations of
Life (1815) , vol. 1, p. 101.
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Figure 4 Milne's 1815 Estimate of Person -Years for the
Calculation of Mortality Rates . From Joshua Milne, A
Treatise on the Valuation of Annuities and Assurances on
Lives and Survivorships; and on the Construction of Tables
of Mortality; and on the Probabilities and Expectations of
Life (1815) , vol. 2, p. 725.
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Figure 5 Lexis Diagram, 1875. From Wilhelm Lexis,
Enleitung en die Theorie der Bevolkerungsstatistik (1875) ,
end page.

Along the abscissa, AZ , the age intervals AB , BC ,
CD , and so on , are marked off; the width of each is
proportional to the ratio of the number living in each
interval to the number living in the first interval. The
parallelograms are similarly constructed . This done ,
Milne describes the survivorship function :
Next, let a line (as little curved as the other conditions will
adm it of) be described through these paralle lograms , so
that the point describing it , in its motion from the first ordinate, Aa , may continually approach towards the last Zz,
and may never change its direction abruptly, so as to
fo rm an angle in its path . [Milne 1815:101-102]

The areas of the paralle lograms form the basis for the
calculations of the number living and the number
dying at any single year of age . At about the same
time J. B. J. Fourier used a similar graph to demonstrate the calculation not only of age distribution of
the survivors of a birth cohort but also of other
measures now commonly used to summarize some of
the demographic characteristics of a population: the
average duration of life , the probable duration of life
at every age , and the proportion above or below any
given age (Fourier 1821.)
The calculation of demographic rates , in which the
numerator is the event of interest and the denominator is person-years of exposure to the risk of those

events , requires a method of calculating person-years
at risk. Milne used a graphical presentation , shown in
Figure 4, to show the proper calculations . Again , the
event of interest is death . Milne begins with the assumptions that there is no migration and that births
and deaths are equal ; thus , the population is stationary. He has previously noted that the force of mortality is not equal at all periods of life. He suggests that
a life table provide exact rates for each of the first
three months from birth (when risks of death drop
swiftly) , and then for each of the remaining three
quarters of the first year; from age one to age five single-year intervals are adequate , and above age five
intervals of five or even ten years are generally satisfactory. The intervals are apparently chosen by Milne
such that within each interval deaths can be assumed
to be evenly distributed , since a final assumption is
that in the interval "the decrements of life are uniform ,
equal numbers of persons dying in all the equal intervals of age " (Milne 1815:725).
The lines Bb and Cc are drawn to be proportional
to the numbers entering and finishing the interval , respectively . Proceeding with a geometrical argument,
Milne concludes that
it will follow that on the hypothesis of the decrements of
life being equal during any period of life, the number of
persons constantly living in that period will be an arith -
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Figure 6 Ryder's Diagram of Available Reproductive
Histories for Birth Cohorts, from a Cross-Sectional Survey of
Women with Upper Age Limit of 50, Interviewed at the
Beginning of 1975. From Norman B. Ryder, "Fertility
Measurement through Cross-Sectional Surveys," Social
Forces (1975), vol. 54, p. 18.

metical mean proportional between the numbers who enter upon , and who survive the same period during the
portion of time expressed by the difference of the ages at
the commencement and the end thereof. [ibid.:726]

The area of the trapezium BbCc, then, represents the
number of person-years lived during the interval BC .
Milne notes that if there were a change in mortality
conditions so that one cause of death-smallpox, for
example-were to be eliminated , then the survivorship function must be redrawn (bf rather than be) and
the number of living in the interval would be greater:
But the triangle bcf, which is the excess of the trapezium
Bbfc above the trapezium BbCc , is equal to half the rectangle ef: so that the increase in the number of the living
in the period of life BC , in consequence of the extermination of that disease, would be equal to half the number of
deaths it occasioned in the corresponding period of time
when it prevailed. [ibid .:727]

The graphical treatment of deaths and populations in
given age groups, used by Nicander and then by
Milne and Fourier, subsequently became one of the
standard methods for the construction of life tables .
A particular kind of graphical technique has been
used in the analysis of the proper measurement of exposure time for a group considered to be exposed to
the risk of an event (such as death) when membership in the group is defined not only by its age at the
time of observation but also by its location in a specific cohort (e .g., marriages in a given year). The prototype is a Lexis diagram, first used by Wilhelm Lexis

(1875) to discuss aggregate mortality data (Figure 5) .
Date of birth is measured along the abscissa (0 is the
present and the points P, P', etc., up to N, are all
dates further in the past); age is measured along the
ordinate, with the highest age attained in the population measured by the line 0-fl. A person born at a
date along the line ON (e.g., at z) follows a 45-degree
trajectory toward 0-fl, although this life line may be
interrupted by death (death points are not shown).
Lexis demonstrates that two lines, age and time,
define a plane which can be divided in three ways,
corresponding to the three ways in which the population can be seen to be structured: (1) the vertical line
P-pie divides the deaths occurring before a certain
date from those occurring after that date; (2) the horizontal line OA separates those who die before one
age from those who die after it; (3) the diagonal (e.g.,
Z' -TI) separates the histories of those born before Z'
from those born after that date.
If a survey were taken of individuals at date Z, and
the cohorts to which they belong were subsequently
followed as they aged, only cohorts born after Z'
could be observed for their entire life span; all their
combinations of age and time fall below the diagonal
Z'-TI and will be observed; all those individuals born
at a specific point, say Z", before Z' are observed
only for ages above their age at Z', so that the combinations of age and time above the diagonal are the
observable parts of that cohort's history. If we then
look at age at death for each cohort, and base the
average on observable data, it will be biased, for it
will take into account only those who survived to a
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given age at the survey date. All those who died at
young ages and before time Z' will be omitted . It will
appear that the cohorts born further into the past are
surviving longer than those born more recently because the older the cohort , the longer that cohort will
have survived before observation begins , and therefore the greater the bias .
The use of life tables and Lexis diagrams , both of
which make precise the entry into and exit from a period of exposure to risk of the occurrence of an event
of interest, has been generalized to the study of demographic events other than death. The ability to demarcate segments of exposure, such as the interval
between one birth and another, without knowledge of
either previous or successive exposure, has proved
particularly valuable in the study of fertility , especially
when the information comes from surveys of women
whose marital and reproductive histories are not yet
complete . Bias can be avoided if pooled information
is restricted to the same segment of observation. For
example, we might expect that older women have
lower fertility rates than younger, that women who be-
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Figure 9 Dublin and Latka's Mechanical Interpretation of the
Mean Length of One Generation. From Louis I. Dublin and
Alfred J. Latka, "On the True Rate of Natural Increase,"
Journal of the American Statistical Association (1925),
p. 312.
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gin childbearing early are different from those who
postpone it, and that women who bore children after
the introduction of the contraceptive pill bore fewe r
children than those who had less adequate con traception easily available . Thus , we might want to pool
information on childbearing only for women of the
same age , marital duration, and time period, and
compare them with women of different ages , marital
durations , and time periods to test our hypotheses.
Figure 6 uses a sideways Lexis diagram to show
which segments of observation can be properly
pooled : it is taken from N. B. Ryder's (1975) discussion of the measurement of fertility in cross-sectional
(period) data obtained from surveys . The negative diagonals follow the age groups in a period ; the positive diagonals separate the cohorts. Thus, the positive
diagonals represent the boundaries of birth cohort exposure; the negative diagonals represent boundaries
of exposure periods . The diamonds so described enclose the proper exposure time for the calculation , so
that they include only the experience of women of the
same marriage cohort, the same age, at the same
time period.
A second major concern of demographers has
been to explicate the regularities in the age composition of a population. The early discoveries by Graunt
and Halley of similarities in the age pattern of deaths
were the basis of subsequent attempts to use these
regularities to estimate the proportion of the population in a given age group . In a stationary population ,
one with equal numbers of annual births and deaths ,
the age composition is determined only by the schedule of age-specific mortality rates. When entries and
exits from a population are not equal , however, the
age composition will be a function of the fertility
schedule as well as the mortality schedule . This basic
notion was set out by L. Euler in a paper in 1760 in
which he introduced the concept of a stable age
structure, one in which the proportions in all age categories would remain fixed if mortality were constant
and births increased exponentially over time (Euler
1970[1760]).
It is Alfred J. Latka, however, who is given credit for
discovering "the link between stable theory and real
populations . . . in works that form a single singular
achievement in demography" (Smith and Keyfitz
1977:75). In an important article , Latka showed that if
female mortality and fertility schedules are fixed-in
other words , if the age-specific risks of dying and of
giving birth do not change over time-there is also a
single age distribution to which the female population
will eventually converge , given any initial arbitrary age
distribution (Latka 1922). By applying the fixed mor. tality and fertility schedules to the stable age distribu. tion , it is easy to calculate the annual number of
births and deaths, and thus the expected rate at
which the stable population will increase or shrink.

9

Even in cases where the age composition has not yet
become that of the stable population implied by a
particular combination of fixed mortality and fertility
schedules , it is possible to calcu late the intrinsic rate
of natural increase, that rate implied by its current
mortality and fertility. The intrinsic rate of natural increase has important uses in population projections
that aim at estimating the proportion of the population
in given age groups in the future, under the assumption that current mortality and fertility remain the
same . For example, although the current rate of natural increase in the United States is positive, the intrinsic rate of natural increase is negative. Thus, were
present patterns of birth and death to continue after
the current large cohorts born during the Baby Boom
pass through the reproductive years, the U.S . population would begin to decline in size.
In another seminal article, "On the True Rate of
Natural Increase" (1925) , Dublin and Latka use individual graphics (first separately and then combined)
to illustrate the concept of the mean length of a generation, which is crucial to the calculation of the intrinsic rate of natural increase in a stable population and
which measures the average number of years between the mean age at which a cohort of mothers
gives birth and the mean age at which their daughters in turn give birth . Dublin and Latka begin , in
Figure 7, a histogram of the age schedule of fertility,
to illustrate the fact that a cohort of women does not
have all its daughters at the same ages . The areas of
the complete columns represent potential births of
daughters within the age limits indicated , if there were
no deaths in the cohort. Areas of truncated columns
represent actual births of daughters within the same
age limits, as reduced by deaths of potential mothers .
Dublin and Latka then note that, although the births in
each generation are spread over a number of years,
there is only one (equal) spacing between generations that corresponds to the given secular rate of increase ; this is a particular value of T, the mean length
of generation . Its definition is illustrated in Figure 8,
which shows the successive descendants (second,
third , etc. , generations) of an initial cohort of women.
Each generation is spaced-for the purpose of defining T-an equal distance apart. Figure 9 combines
features of both of the preceding graphs to give the
mean length of one generation a mechanical interpretation; the histogram of the maternity function of the
mothers on the right is matched on the left by the
sum of their daughters, balanced approximately T
years from the fulcrum .
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Figure 12 Perazzo's 1881 Stereogram Depicting the Size

Figure 11

Latka's 1929 Graph Illustrating Computation of
Fertility Function F(t) from Initial Age Distribution. From
Alfred J. Latka, "The Spread of Generations," Human
Biology (1929), val. 3.

and Age Distribution of Successive Cohorts of Swedish
Males. From Luigi Perazzo, "Stereogrammi Demografici, "
Annali di Statistica, Ser. 2 (1881 ), val. 22, Table 1.
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After Lotka established the stability of the normal
age distribution , showing that it is the form to which a
population will return after displacement or to which it
will converge from an arbitrary initial age distribution ,
a subsequent major problem was revealed : the determination of the effect of changes in mortality or fertility
on age composition , a question of theoretical interest
but also of practical concern , because many populations had recently experienced changes in death and
birth rates. Intuitively, it might seem as if declines in
mortality would result in an older population, since
more survive to older ages. Normally, however, declines in mortality-such as those experienced in the
developing world after World War 11- benefit infants
and children more than adults and increase their proportion relative to the entire population. Thus,
changes in the level of mortality may have the counterintuitive effect of producing a younger rather than
an older population. Declines in fertility, on the other
hand, always produce an older population, since they
reduce the proportion of the population at the
younger ages . Figure 10 is a depiction of the shape
of the age distribution in three populations, each
projected into the future with different fertility and the
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Figure 13 Perazzo's Illustration of the Size and Age
Distribution of Successive Cohorts of Swedish Males. From
Luigi Perozzo , " Stereogrammi Demografici," Annali di
Statistica, Ser. 2 (1881 ), vol. 22, Table 4.

same (no) mortality . The visual comparison helps to
make the important point that changes in fertility can
have a greater effect on the age distribution than
would even the ach ievement of immortality.
Although it is easy to display graphically the effect
of changes in mortality, fertil ity , or both on the age
composition of a population at a single point in time ,
efforts to picture the experience of successive cohorts have not been notably successful ; they have led
to the inclusion of more information than can readi ly
be grasped by the eye. For example, Latka's stereogram , Figure 11 , is not eas ily interpretable. The age
distribution of females in 1920 is plotted on a plane
reaching forward at right angles to the plane of the
paper. The females alive in 1920 are "survived " back
to their births by an equation developed in the article ,
each term of wh ich is plotted separately on the front
plane of the drawing . Less immediately apprehensible
is Perazzo 's (1881) famous stereogram , another attempt to depict the size and age distribution of successive cohorts , in this case Swedish males from
1750 to 1830 (Figure 12) . The size is given by the
scale on the right, the date is on the horizontal axis,
d age composition is on the third dimension . The

somewhat surrealistic presentation in Figure 13 is
even more bizarre , although the accompanying crosssections (Figure 14) provide some clarification by
showing population size and age composition at only
a single date.
Once regu lari ties have been established , deviations
from these expected patterns can be instructive , for
calling attention to substantive variation or to suspect
data. For example, using a collection of 326 male and
326 female life tables , Coale and Demeny (1966) constructed preliminary model tab les to represent the underlying regularities in the force of mortality, and ,
using graphics such as Figure 15, they visually compared the deviations of individual tables from the age
pattern of mortal ity in the preliminary model tables. In
doing so, they found that (1) the pattern of deviation
was often similar among life tables for the same population at different times and (2) the pattern of deviation was often similar for populations that were geographically near to one another. The visual comprehension of similarities in these deviations led to the
construction of four families of model life tables , distingu ished primarily by the relation of infant, childhood , and adult mortality common to a broad
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Perazzo's
Cross-Sections of the
Diagram in Figure 13.
From Luigi Perazzo,
"Stereogrammi
Demografici, " Annali di
Statistica, Ser. 2 (1881 ),
val. 22, Table 3.
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Comparison of Values of
nqx in the Four Families of
Model Life T abies at
Different Levels of
Expectation of Life, for
Females. From Ansley J.
Coale and Paul Demeny,
Regional Model Life
Tables and Stable
Populations (1966) , p. 28 .
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geographical area. Each family consists of mortality
schedules with a similar shape but at different levels
of overall expectation of life at birth. Thus , if the basic
age pattern can be determined , and there is some in formation to specify the approximate level , the model
tables can be used to estimate mortality or survivorship rates for other ages for which information is
lacking .
As was shown in the earlier discussion of mortality,
the predictability of the age composition of a population , even when fertility and/or mortality have been
chang ing , has made graphical techniques useful in
situations where it is necessary to assess the accuracy of demographic observations, and perhaps to
reject or adjust these observations. For example, if
the stated ages of a population do not conform to its
expected age distribution , given its past demographic
history, age misstatement may be suspected. Figure
16 is a graph of the age misstatement found by
G. H. Knibbs in the 1911 Australian census (Knibbs
1917:115). The vertical axis is the relative frequency
of misstatement of age , the horizontal axis age itself.

The top half of the figure shows overstatement of age,
and the bottom half shows understatement; the numbers on the curves denote the amount of misstatement in years. Similarly, to assess the reliability of the
French censuses of the nineteenth century, Etienne
van de Walle relied extensively on graphical displays
of the data for the departements of France over more
than one hundred years to suggest where the census
might be in error. Because the age distribution of a
population reflects the idiosyncracies as well as the
regularities of its demographic history, unusually large
or unusually small cohorts should be visible in successive censuses. Looking at Figure 17, van de Walle
concluded that the bulge observed at ages twenty to
twenty-four in 1886 is not an accurate description of
the size of that cohort in that year (van de Walle
1974). Inaccuracies such as these led him to doubt
the quality of many nineteenth-century French censuses and to reconstruct the age composition of the
female population of France using stable population
theory and information on fertility, mortality, and marriage to correct the census.

Figure 16 Knibbs' 1917 Graph of the Relative Frequency of
Age Misstatement According to Age. From G. H. Knibbs,
"The Mathematical Theory of Population, of Its Character and
Fluctuations, and of the Factors which Influence Them ... ,"
Census of Australia 1911 (1917), vol. 1, Appendix A, p. 115.

Figure 17 Proportion Women Married, by Selected Age
Groups, Finistere: 1851-1901. From Etienne van de Walle,
The Female Population of France in the Nineteenth Century ....
(1974), p. 39.
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Regularities and Differences:
Marital Fertility and Marriage
Regularities in mortality were evident as early as the
end of the seventeenth century, but regularities in fertility and marriage took longer to perceive, perhaps
because there was less practical reason for interest
or because evident differences in level obscured underlying commonalities in patterns.
..
Recorded differences in the level of fert1l1ty among
populations are indeed quite striking , ranging from
an average of about ten children per couple sur- ..
viving through the reproductive years for the prol1f1c
Hutterites (an Anabaptist group living in the midwestern United States) to under one for the urban population of Vienna in the 1930s. Even in populations
where there is no evidence of deliberate attempts to
limit childbearing and women continue to give birth
until the onset of physiological sterility, the range is
from Hutterite levels to about half that much (Coale
and Watkins , forthcoming). Despite these differences
in the level of fertility, however, the shape of the agespecific fertility curve for these populations is similar:
starting with menarche , the ability to give birth to a
live child rises for a few years , generally reaching a
peak between ages twenty and thirty , and then declines , first slowly and then , after about age forty,
rather abruptly. When births are primarily legitimate,
the rising portion of the age-specific fertility schedule
is a function of age at marriage as well as adolescent
sterility, while the falling portion of the curve is determined primarily by the onset of physiological sterility,
which is closely related to age .
The establishment of regularities in the age pattern
of fertility again makes it possible to detect deviations
from the expected pattern , some of which have had
substantively important interpretations . A central concern of those interested in population change in the
late-nineteenth century and in currently developing
countries has been to detect the onset of the beginning of a decline in marital fertility . In eighteenth- and
nineteenth-century European populations , it appears
that deliberate limitation of births is first practiced by
older couples , who presumably reach some desired
number of children and then attempt to prevent the
birth of more. Figure 18 is of historical importance in
the development of historical demography, for it accompanies Louis Henry's introduction of precisely this
point into the literature. The figure shows the succession of age-specific marital fertility rates for the
women of the bourgeoisie of Geneva born before
1600 and the same information for the cohorts born
between 1600 and 1649. The latter falls much more
steeply among women of older ages and , presumably, higher parity. A comparison of these curves led
Henry (1956) to conclude that during this period older
couples adopted some sort of behavior to limit the
number of further births . Because populations vary in

the level of fertility for reasons that have nothing to do
with attempts to terminate childbearing (for e~ample,
because of variations in the extent and durat1on of
breast-feeding), examination of the shape ~f the. agespecific fertility curve is commonly used to 1dent1fy
fertility limitation when direct observation of c~ntra
ceptive use is not available . Figure 19 .sho~s 1ndex
values of marital fertility in European h1stoncal populations and twentieth-century Asian populations . In each
panel , the rates for Sweden 1961 - 1965-a population
in which marital fertility was well under control-are
graphed to serve as a comparison . The curve for
Sweden falls much more steeply with age than do the
curves for the other countries.
The transition to fam ily limitation occurred among
the Genevan bourgeoisie and some of the aristocracies of Europe in the seventeenth century, in most of
the countries of Western Europe between 1880 and
1930, and in some countries of the currently developing world after 1960, yet the pattern traced o~t by the
schedule of age-specific marital fertility rates 1n populations in which fert ility is deliberately limited is quite
similar. In all , the rapid decline of fertility with age
(and , again , presumably parity) is quite evident compared to a population in which no attempt is made to
terminate ch ildbearing.
Although the importance of marriage age for completed fertility was noted as early as the ancient
Romans (United Nations 1953), similarities in agespecific marriage patterns took longer to detect. In
some populations , females marry at a very young
age, on average in their teens , and virtually all of
them (more than 98 percent) marry at least once ,
most of them by the time they are twenty-five . In
others , females marry much later, on average in thei r
mid-twenties or even older, and substantial proportions of them remain spinsters throughout their lives .
As with mortality and marital fertility , however, underlying this apparent diversity in marriage are profound
regularities . In an article that has proved to be immensely provocative of further work, J . Hajnal (1965)
called attention to a surprising correspondence between geography and marriage in historical populations . He noted that Asian and African societies were
(and to a large extent still are) characterized by early
and virtually universal marriage for women, while historical Western Europe has been characterized by
late age of marriage and a high proportion of women
never-marrying. Hajnal and others subsequently have
used the sparse data for periods before the nineteenth century to show that this pattern is long-standing , apparently already in place by the fourteenth
century (Smith 1979), though neither the origins of the
Western European marriage pattern nor its causes
are well understood (Watkins 1981 , 1984). Its consequences , however, are significant, since in Western
Europe, wh ere rel atively few births occurred outside
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Figure 18 Henry's Fertility Rates by Age , for Women who
were Subsequently Fertile, Grouped by Age of Marriage, for
Women of the Genevan Bourgeoisie. From Louis Henry,
Anciennes Families Genevoises (1956), p. 122.

Figure 19 Graphical
Comparison of Index
Values of Age-Specific
Marital Fertility Rates
(20-24 = 100). From
John Knodel, " Family
Limitation and the Fertility
Transition," Population
Studies (1977), vol. 31,
p. 225.

of marriage, the fact that many potentially fertile years
were spent outside of marriage substantially lowered
the total fertility rate to about a third of what it would
have been had all women married early and born
children rapidly throughout their reproductive years .
Nor are geographic uniformities the only ones.
Despite the striking differences in the proportions
married by age in various geographic areas, it is possible to describe the cumulative frequency of first
marriage with a single curve, much as shape of the
age-specific mortality schedule is similar in populations with very different levels of mortality (Coale
1973). That populations as widely different in other respects as Sweden in the late-nineteenth and Taiwan
in the early twentieth century should have similar age
patterns of dying and of living by age is perhaps not
so surprising, given the biological bases of both behaviors . That the cumulative frequency of first marriages should be similar is much more unexpected ; it
suggests a patterned sequence of entry onto and exit
from the marriage market that differs from society to
society primarily in the age at which first marriages
begin to take place, the speed with which the female
population exists from the marriage market, and the
proportion ultimately exiting .

8. ASIAN POPULATIONS
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Differentials
In the period before census bureaus. were established
and charged with the regular co!lect1on ?f demographic information , when such 1~format1on was. c?llected either by church or state, 1t was usually llf'01ted
to marriages, births (or baptisms), deaths (or bunals) ,
and sometimes age (for example, the number of
males in the age groups liable for military service);
demographic data before the mid-ninet~enth century
relies strong ly on church records of bu:1~ls and .baptisms with little other information descnb1ng soc1al or
econ~mic characteristics . During the nineteenth century the increasing availability of vast amounts of information gathered in successively more regular
censuses' and more accurate systems of vital registration, was exploited to describe and compare the d~
mographic behavior of ever-smaller and more exot1~
subgroups. Census questionnaires and the categones
by which published census information was tab~lated
suggest particular interest in ethnic and cl~ss .differentials in mortality and fertility . Differences 1n nsks of
dying among various groups-urban v. rural, rich v.
poor-came to be of public concern . On~e the decline in marital fertility became apparent, 1t also became evident that these declines were occurring
earlier and more rapidly among some segments of
the population than among others , leading to the formation of eugenics societies and to vigorous de-.
bates on what was sometimes called the Population
Question. In the United States, interest in the effects
of heavy immigration in the latter half of the nineteenth century and the early part of the twentieth and
in the changing national composition of that migration
was reflected in the frequency with which census information was tabulated by country of origin.
With some notable exceptions, the presentation of
differentials did not lend itself as readily to graphic
forms as did the display of regularities . Although
there was some use of bar charts , pie charts, and
maps to display demographic characteristics, most
demographers interested in differences rather than
regularities presented their data in tabular rather than
graphic form. One of the exceptions is Figure 20 ,
used by L. A. J. Quetelet (1842) to depict seasonal
patterns of unusually high or low mortality. On the
horizontal axis are the twelve months of the year. On
the vertical axis, age groups are given in months
(0-1, 1-3, 3- 6, 6-12, 12-14, 14-24, 24- 37) during
the first years, and then by years ; crosses mark the
annual high and low mortality. Examination of seasonal patterns of deaths in turn has been used to
suggest the interaction of season and causes of
death.

Figure 20

Quetelet's 1842 Graph of Monthly
and Yearly Variations in Mortality by Age
Group. From Lambert Adolphe Jacques
Quetelet, A Treatise on Man and the
Development of His Faculties (1842), end
page.

The most successful forms of graphics used widely
in these endeavors were maps that displayed the
spatial distribution of population characteri~tics, such
as those seen in E. Levasseur's La PopulatiOn
Franr:;aise (1889) or F. A. Walker's Statistical Atlas of
the United States (1874). Walker, who is credited with
developing the age pyramid used frequently by demographers (see Beniger and Robyn 1978), al.so provides an example of another successful graphic ,
shown in Figure 21 .
The explanation given in the text is as follows:
The squares are proportional to the population of the
states respectively represented (350,000 inhabitants to
the square inch). Each square is divided by vertical lines
into three rectangles , the left representing the foreign , the
middle the native colored , and the right the native white
population . Each of the last two rectangles is divided by
a horizontal line to exhibit the proportion of each class of
the population represented born respectively within and
without the State itself. The lower portions of these rectangles thus divided represent the number born in other
States and Territories of the Union . Each square has a
rectangle of equal hight [sic] upon its right , which exhibits , in proportion , the number of persons born in the
State , who have become residents of other States. This
rectangle is divided by a horizontal line, the upper portion
representing colored , the lower white. [Walker 1874,
Plate XX]
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Figure 21

Walker's Map of
the United States. From F.
A. Walker, Statistical Atlas
of the United States
Based on the Results of
the Ninth Census, 1870
(1874) , U.S. Census
Office, Washington , D.C.
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Figure 22

Bockh's 1890
Graph of Fertility by
Duration of Marriage.
From R. Bockh, " Die
Statistiche Messung er
ehelichen FruchbarkeitBortrag gehalten in der
staatwissenschaftlichen
Gesellschaft zu Berlin am
2 Juni 1890," Bulletin de
I' lnstitut International de
Statistique (1890) , vol. 1,
p. 187.
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The color code is given in the upper right-hand corner: from top to bottom , these are the persons born
out of the United States , native colored born in the
state, native colored born out of the state, native
white born in the state, native white born out of the
state , while living in other states , and colored living
in other states.
Rare forays during this period into other types of
graphics to describe marriage or childbearing have
had less pleas ing resu lts . Figure 22 is an example;
from an article by a leading statistician of the nineteenth century , Richard Bbckh (181 0) , it shows fertil ity
by duration of marriage for several cohorts. The horizontal axis shows the duration of marriage; the vertical , the percent of each duration cohort having 0, 1, 2
. . . 15 or more ch ildren . To use E. R. Tufte 's term inology (Tufte 1983), in th is graph the ratio of data to ink
is low; a simpler graph would have been more appropriate . A review of nineteenth-century graphical
presentations based on the richer data available from
censuses and vital registration systems suggests that ,
where differentials are of concern , sometimes the
amount of information to be conveyed cannot well be
expressed in graphic form , as in the Perazzo stereogram discussed earlier; in other cases , as in the
Bbckh graphic , the particular form chosen is unsatisfactory. In general , however, those demographers
whose interest has been primarily in differentials do
not appear to rely on graphs in the analysis of their
data, and the presentation is usually in tabular form . It
is the lumpers rather than the splitters who are most
likely to turn to graphics.
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Width at each level of lg indicates
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Figure 23

Marital Fertility
(lg) of Total Population,
Distribution of Provinces
of European Russia by
Level: 1897-1970. From
Ansley J. Coale, Barbara
Anderson , and Erna
Harm , Human Fertility
in Russia since the
19th Century (1979) ,
Figure 2.2.
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Computer Graphics
The development of the computer greatly aided in the
numerical analysis of large quantities of data, but only
recently have the computer's graphic capabilities
been exploited by demographers to analyze or display data. Perhaps the most outstanding use of computer graphics to this end so far has been in the
Princeton European Fertil ity Project, a large-scale
analysis of the demographic transition among the approximately si x hundred provinces of Western Europe
between 1870 and 1960. During that century both
birth rates and death rates fell by at least 50 percent;
the project was undertaken to describe and understand the circumstances under wh ich this trans ition
began (Coale and Watkins , forthcoming) .
Marital fert ility, illegitimate fertility, and nuptiality together determine the overall fertility of the population.
Correspondingly, the decline in overall fertility in the
provinces of Western Europe may have been due to
changes in any of these components . To measure the
relative contribution of each , new measures , wh ich it
is necessary to explain briefly here, were developed .
lg is an index of marital fertility that ranges between 0
and 1, constructed by comparing the observed mari tal fertility rates by age with those of the highest reliability-recorded fertility rates on record , those of the
Hutterites. Thus , an lg of .7 , typical of the provinces
of Western Europe before the decline of fertility , is interpreted as 70 percent of the level of the Hutterites.
lh is an equivalent measure of illegitimate fertility. lm
is a fertility-we ighted index of marriage, and can be
interpreted as the proportion of women of reproduc tive ages (15- 49) who are married. If, the index of
overall fertility, is defined as the product of lg and lm ,
plus the contribution to overall fertility of births by un married women (which was generally so low in
Western Europe that it can be ignored in most discussions of fertility change .)
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"Marching Ellipses," Districts of Portugal, 1870,
1900, 1930, and 1960. From Ansley J . Coale and Roy
Treadway, "A Summary of Changing Fertility in the
Provinces of Europe" (1979) , in Coale and Watkins
(forthcoming) , Figure 2.23.
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Two new graphics were developed subsequently
to explore and summarize province-by-province
changes in these measures in Europe over the past
century; these graphics are known as "sl iding popsicles" and "marching ellipses ." In Figure 23, the sliding popsicles illustrate the changes in marital fertility
in Russia at five dates: 1897, 1926, 1940, 1959, and
1970. The percent of the provinces in which lg falls
within a specified interval is indicated by the width of
a bar. The total area of the bars is the same at each
date, and each set of bars is centered on the date for
which the lg's are calculated (Coale, Anderson , and
Harm 1979)
Marching ellipses demonstrate effectively the sequence of change in marital fertiltty and proportions
married, and the contribution of each to the overall
fertility of the population . Figure 24 shows the ellipses
drawn for Portugal at four dates. The vertical axis
shows lm , the proportion married ; the horizontal axis
shows lg, marital fertility. The curved lines , called isoquants, are labeled If, overall fertility; each isoquant is
the locus of combinations of lg and lm that produce
the same If. The location, orientation , and principal dimensions of each ellipse summarizes the dispersion
of points in the plane described by lm and lg at a
given date.

A mathematical scheme for the calculation of the
ellipses was devised by Michael Stoto . The method
for determining the location , shape, and size of the ellipse is described below:
(1) The points to be represented are divided into the
top third , middle third and bottom third with respect to
position along the axis (lm or lg) or in which the interquartile distance is the greatest.
(2) The median value of lm and the median value of
lg are found within the bottom set and the top set of the
points. The slope of the line connecting the (lm , lg) doublets thus located is taken as the slope of the major axis of
the ellipse; the minor axis is perpendicular to the major
axis.
(3) A prelim inary length of each axis is calculated as
the distance between the quartiles, when the points are
arranged in order along each axis. The center of the ellipse is located at the median position along each axis.
(4) The first three steps determine the location, direction of major axis and shape of the ellipse . Its final size is
fixed by multiplying both axes by a scale factor chosen
so that the adjusted ellipse encompasses 75 percent of
the points. [Coale, Anderson , and Harm 1979]
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Figure 26 "Marching Ellipses," Arrondissements of Belgium,
1880, 1900, 1930, and 1960. From Ansley J. Coale and Roy
Treadway, "A Summary of Changing Fertility in the
Provinces of Europe" (1979), in Coale and Watkins
(forthcoming), Figure 2.21 0.
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It is evident that the ell ipse is relativel y unaffected by
extreme values .
The ell ipses faci litate the examination of both the
level and the distribution of two variab les as they
chang e over time . In Figure 24, th e success ion of ellipses from the high marital fertility of the past to the
low ferti lity of the present is represented by the movement from left to right on the horizontal coordinate .
T~e .e llipse that is farthest to the right represents the
d1stncts of Portugal in 1900, when the circular shape
of the ellipse shows that there was about the same
amount of variation in nuptiality as in ferti lity . In 1960,
the ell ipse is extreme ly elong ated on the horizontal
~xis , sh?wing. tha~ whi le there had been little change
1n. th~ d1spers1on 1n nuptiality (the vertical axis) , some
d1stncts had substantially reduced levels of marital
~ertility while others had levels on ly slightly lower than
1n 1900. Matters were quite different in England and
Wales , as shown in Figure 25. Change in all the counties was rapid and nearly simultaneous; as a result ,
the ellipses are small and do not overlap . Nuptiality
does. not change significantly unti l after 1931 , when
fall.s 1n the age of marriage and in the proportion of
sp1nsters caused lm to rise .
q~e of th.e m.ore consistent findings in th is study of
fertility decl1ne 1n Europe was the importance of reg ional location in determining the timing of the onset
of fertility limitation . Marital fertility declined first in
France , and in areas contiguous to France , such as
the canton of Vaud in Switzerland , Catalonia in Spain ,
and the French-speaking parts of Belgium. Figure 26
shows separat~ ellipses drawn for the two language
groups of Belg1um ; the red ell ipse is the French~peaking Wallonia, the blue ellipse is Flemish-speakIng Flan ders , and the black ellipse is drawn for all the
p:ovinces together. The tilt of the ellipse for each re~~o~ de~c:ibes the tilt of each part of Belgium toward
1ts 11ngu1st1cally similar neighbor. Thus , the provinces
in Wallonia that are closest to the French border are
the most similar to the departements of France in low
marital fertility and high proportions married ; these
characteristics become more diluted as the distance
fror:n ~he French border increases. Luxembourg exerts
a s1m1lar pull on the linguistically similar provinces of
Flander~ . Although in this case language seems to be
the bas1s of demographic similarity , in other countries
the geographic contiguity that is reflected in common
demographic patterns seems to be based on other
aspe~ts of a common culture (Watkins , in Coale and
Watkins , forthcoming) .

Conclusions
In demography, as in many other fields , graphs have
played an important role both in presentation and in
discovery . Most of the uses of graphs that have been
discussed here fall into two groups : the pedagogical
and the pattern-finders .
Halley, Nicander, Milne, Lotka, Lexis , and Ryder, in
the examples cons idered here , used graphical displays pedagogically, to illustrate a previous mathematical or verbal analysis . Although they may in fact
have used displays of the data in the exploration that
led to th e analytic formulation , the published graphs
themselves appear as illustrations that are intended to
g.ive the reader a better intuitive notion of points preVIously made .
The pattern-finders display rea l data, either to
search for underlying commonalities or to summarize
visually what cannot be succinctly expressed verbally. Quetelet's graph of seasonal mortality,
~~rozzo ' s depiction of the effects of mortality and fertility on successive cohorts of Swedish males , the
model mortality, fertility , and nuptiality schedules , and
the " marching ellipses " of the demographic transition
all present cons iderable quantities of data in a way
that exposes empirical regularities that might otherwise go unnoticed. Once the regularities have been
established , visual comparison of new data with old
patterns has sometimes led to the rejection of the
data as inaccurate , and sometimes to significant substantive findings . The use of graphical techniques to
summarize differentials in demographic behavior
among a variety of subgroups of the population-for
example , by nativity or occupation-has in general
been less typ ical and often less successful , with the
notable exception of maps.
The emphasis here has been on the most interesting graphs in the work of a handful of men who made
i~portant contributions to demography . The examination of the use of graphics in the history of demograp~y emphasizes the distinction between two very
different traditions in the field: those who have looked
for regularities , the lumpers, and those who have
looked at differences, the splitters. Thus , it would appear that the study of graphics in a specialized field
not only adds to the ways in which visual depictions
have been used in theoretical and empirical work in
ano~her specialized field , but also to understanding of
the Intellectual history of the field itself.
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Zone V: Photojournalism, Ethics,
and the Electronic Age
Howard Bossen
Laszlo Moholy-Nagy argued in the early part of the
twentieth century that those who were ignorant of the
camera would be the ill iterates of the future . The future Moholy-Nagy spoke of is becoming the past, and
we must add that those who are ignorant of electronics and computers will be the illiterates of the twentyfirst century .
Computer scientists have figured out how to digitize
the photographic image . Space techno logy has given
birth to image-enhancement systems . The Associated
Press (AP) has had an online " electronic darkroom "
si.n?~ the 1970s. Pagination systems incorporating
d1g1t1zed photographs will be in newsrooms before
t~e end of the decade. These technical developments
g1ve the media the ability to shape raw information
into a structure that looks on the surface like a conventional photographic image but, in fact , is different
from the conventional structure of a photographic image. The new technology enables the media to
process visual information more efficiently, to manipulate photographic information in ways not previously
possible , and to improve the quality of the transmitted
image .
This article examines from a historical perspective
problems inherent in accepting photography as accurate data, beliefs about photography that Western culture has come to accept, computer-based image
technology, and the attitudes toward that technology
of the AP editorial staff in New York. An assessment
will also be made of some ethical problems the new
technology may create for the media, and possible
safeguards against the abuse of that technology will
be posited.
-----llllllllllllllllll!llll!ll!llllllllllllllll!lliR'iM·~===K~tW~t'tt::::::::::t~::t:'~HHW®W .

Howard Bossen is Associate Professor of Journalism
and chair of the graduate program in journalism at
M~chiga0 State University . He is in charge of the photo}ournaltsm sequence and teaches a graduate seminar in visual journalism. He is a consultant on design
and photography and the author of Henry Holmes
Smith: Man of Light.
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The Photograph as Evidence
When photography was invented , the practitioners of
the medium and the general public naively believed
that the photographic image showed the world as it
was. The belief in the veracity of the photograph
quickly became pervasive in Western culture . One
photograph that historians have repeatedly cited as
an example of the importance of the photograph as
evidence is Timothy O'Sullivan 's " Dead Confederate
Soldier at Sharpshooter's Position in Oevil 's Den "
(Frassanito 1975:191 ). This picture (Figure 1), errone?usly attributed to Alexander Gardner by many histonans and frequently titled " Home of a Rebel
Sharpshooter" (Newhall 1964:71 ), was made after the
Battle of Gettysburg in 1863. It depicts a slain rebel
soldier lying face up, his head on a knapsack . A rifle
is leaning against the rocks behind him .
For more than one hundred years this precursor of
contemporary photojournalism was cited as an early
example of how a photograph could report more accurately than either an artist or a word reporter. For
more than a hundred years it was thought that this
pho~ograph represented the untampered , grotesque
real1ty of death at Gettysburg . These beliefs were
wrong .
O'Sullivan , with the help of Alexander Gardner and
~am~~ Gibson , constructed the image and incorrectly
1dent1f1ed the weapon. These revelations were made
by William Frassanito in his book Gettysburg: A
Journey in Time. Frassanito, an amateur historian with
a passion for the Civil War , made a detailed study of
all the known photographs of the battlefield from just
after the battle in July 1863 to 1866, when the battle
scars began to heal. He painstakingly plotted , while
vis iting the battlefield , where each photograph was
made. He concluded that the corpse in O'Sullivan 's
picture was the same corpse that appeared in another photograph made in a different location on the
battlefield (Frassanito 1975: 187- 192). As grisly as it
sounds, O'Sullivan consciously used the corpse as a
pictorial element, moving it, according to Frassanito,
more than forty yards to compose his report
(ibid .: 191 ).
At times a fabricated photograph may reveal a human trut~ more clearly than a photograph composed
from undisturbed elements of an event, but fabrica~ion is ~ot considered an ethical practice for photoJOurnalists today. No news organization could afford
to have its credibility threatened by such an act. A
photographer who used a dead soldier as a visual
prop, no n:atter how compelling the resulting picture ,
would be f1red.
In the 1860s, however, the belief in the veracity of a
photograph was so strong that it probably did not occur to anyone to question the methods of O'Sullivan
Gardner, and Gibson or to question the implications'
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Figure 1 Timothy
O'Sullivan. "Dead
Confederate Soldier at
Sharpshooter's Position in
Devil's Den " (1863).
Courtesy of National
Archives, Washington ,
D.C.

of those methods in relation to the public's perception
of the photograph as evidence. People simply did not
know enough to ask the right questions to verify the
authenticity of a photograph. By comparison , how
many people in the mid-1980s know the right questions to ask to verify the accuracy of data outputted
from a computer?
People in the nineteenth century came to believe
that a photographic image represented truth . They
did not seem to recogn ize that the image was a
record optically filtered and chemically produced.
Take the same vista and process it through different
lenses , different films , different chemicals , and different papers and the final images may look only slightly
related . People in the latter part of the twentieth century , similarly, do not seem to understand that the information coming out of a computer has been
mathematically filtered. Change the mathematical
model and the image that emerges from the computer is different.
William Ivins, in his landmark book Prints and Visual
Communication, argued that when the nineteenth
century began most peopfe held the belief that what
was reasonable was true . By the end of the nineteenth century, he argued, most people believed that
what they saw a photograph of was true (Ivins

1969:94) . A major philosophical concept of truth had
been transformed by the invention of photography.
Though this concept of the photograph as a representation of truth has always been flawed , it remains
for most people even today an operational belief.
The photographers of the Civil War were restricted
by their bulky cameras and slow wet-plate film in their
ability to photograph the action of the war. Each technological change in image generation altered the
process of collecting the news ; each technological
change in image reproduction altered the process of
·disseminating the news. For the news media, common threads linking advances in image generation
and reproduction have been the drives to produce
higher-quality images and to deliver those images to
the public with increased speed.
The invention of small cameras and fast films allowed photographers to record events as they un folded . It also allowed them to record those events in
ways that created a sense of spontaneity and fragmentation . Because subjects did not have to remain
still to be recorded, movement both actual and implied became a part of the still photograph. As films
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became faster, not only could the subject be in motion, so could the photographer. The frame, once
thought of as a formal rectangle in which the photographer placed the subject in the center, became an
informal frame with odd juxtapositions and truncated
forms within it.
The introduction of flash powder allowed events occurring in the insensitive dark to be recorded by the
use of a blinding short burst of light. The flash, impossible to ignore, intruded upon events and clearly
forced the photographer from the role of observer to
one of an observed central player. The inventions of
the flash bulb and then the electronic flash made
many previously unphotographable situations easy to
photograph. Flash photography freezes objects in
motion and reveals details the dark hides from view.
To a degree the practice of journalism depends
upon the ability of a reporter to observe and to report
those observations. The practice of photojournalism
requires the journalist to record observations filtered
through the camera lens. Many people still hold the
naive belief that those recorded observations are objective records of events.

"Powers of Ten"
Powers of Ten 1 is a short film demonstrating that one
can always look at an event from a different angle
and get closer or move further back. The perception
of truth is a function, partly, of determining the most
appropriate frame in which to place data to scrutinize
them.
Powers of Ten forces us to reconsider what is
meant by the journalistic notions of complete coverage and objectivity. The film, made in 1968 by
Charles and Ray Eames, describes the relationship
between the number ten and the universe. It uses
photography, animation, and the mathematical conc:;ept of powers of ten to make its point. The viewer
first sees a photograph of a man lying in the grass in
Miami. The powers of ten are used to demonstrate
how observations about an object or event are directly related to the amount of information and the relative magnification of that information within a specific
field of view . The first half of the film shows a new image each time the view is expanded by a power of
ten . The view continuously expands until the viewer is
confronted with the infinity of space. The second half
of the film quickly retraces the steps until we are once
again looking at the person in the photograph lounging in the grass. It then takes us in closer. We see a
detailed section of the photograph . We are moving in
closer and closer now, exploring negative powers of
ten until we reach a model of an atom . In effect we
are now at the center of all matter.

This film , made before computer-enhanced imagery
was practical if even possible, demonstrates in the
second half some of the possibilities for an enhancement system. At least in theory, and to varying degrees in practice, an enhancement system can take a
small section of a photograph and show us what is
there, even if what is there is too small or too degraded for us to see with the naked eye . The film also
demonstrates a limit of enhancement systems. An enhancement system cannot show us what is outside
the boundaries of the original frame. To do that would
mean that data were being invented , not magnified or
corrected.

"Blow-up"
Blow-up (Antonioni 1971 )2 , a commercial film by
Michelangelo Antonioni , provides a good example of
the limitations of information retrieval found in silverbased photographic enlargement. David Hemmings
plays the central character of the photographer,
Thomas . He devotes time and effort to making enlargements of several frames of film he exposed in a
London park. He thought he was stalking a young
couple strolling through the park as they periodically
paused to engage in public displays of affection .
After realizing that Thomas has been recording her
and her companion , the girl , Vanessa Redgrave, becomes agitated and demands that Thomas give her
his film. Predictably he refuses , but offers to send her
prints . Later he meets with the writer of his book, part
of which deals with violence. Thomas tells his associate about the scene in the park. He comments that
the pictures he made of the couple are a peaceful
contrast. He suggests they might be a good way to
end the book.
When he goes back to his studio the girl from the
park arrives wanting to know where the pictures are.
In a scene in which the girl attempts to entice
Thomas to give her the film, Thomas realizes that this
film contains something much more important than
anything he saw when he made the pictures . The girl
tries to steal his camera loaded with what she thinks
is the film Thomas used in the park. Having anticipated her act, he has the film safely stored .
He processes the film he had hidden. He makes
blow-ups of the individual frames . He lines them up
and studies them . He begins to see that the girl, far
from being relaxed , appears quite tense. She appears to be looking at something in the background
of the image. Thomas begins to make sectional enlargements. He examines these . He sees a shape
that suggests that a person is in the bushes. He sees
a shape that suggests a gun. He carefully examines
these images . He thinks he has witnessed an attempted murder. He thinks his actions have thwarted
the deed. He makes another sectional enlargement.
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This time he uses a view camera to copy a section of
the sectional enlargement. He makes another sectional enlargement. Now he sees something that
makes him think that there is a pool of blood. He becomes convinced that a murder has taken place . He
goes back to the park at night and finds the body. He
gets scared. He runs. When he returns to his studio, it
has been ransacked . All the film and all the pictures
have been taken. He hunts through the studio and the
darkrooms. The intruders missed one photograph . It
is a very grainy blow-up which shows the dead man.
Patricia, his friend , says it reminds her of a painting .
She does not relate to it as a record of a murder.
Who is the murdered man? The image Thomas is left
with is too technically degraded to be used to identify
the victim .
Had Blow-up been made in 1985 rather than in
1966, Thomas might have sought the services of a
computer image-enhancement expert to solve the
identity riddle . Use of the correct model , the correct
data, and an image-enhancement system would have
solved Thomas 's problem.

"The Enhancement Effect"
Computer enhancement of a photographic image allows for all the information on a piece of film to be
extracted. It is neither an easy process nor an inexpensive one, but with the correct supplemental information and the correct computer programs, one can
now make a clear, sharp , accurate image based on
an out-of-focus fragment of a total picture.
Dr. Willi Heimsohm (1982) describes a 1980s version of Blow-up in his article "The Enhancement
Effect," which appeared in American Photographer
magazine. It is prefaced by the claim that :
The technology described either exists or can be anticipated in the near future. Its applications in all aspects of
photography from science and art to the humble snapshot, represent what may be the next major advancement
of the medium. [ibid .: 95]

Heimsohm describes a fictitious successful assassination of Colonel Muammar Kaddafi . There is one
Western news photographer present as Kaddafi is
shot. The photographer thinks he has some useful
footage of this momentous event. Unfortunately for
him, the authorities confiscate his film . Fortunately for
him, however, the woman sitting next to him on the
plane out of the country is a tourist who just happened to photograph her friend about 150 yards in
front of Kaddafi just as the ruler was shot.
The photographer strikes a deal with the tourist to
purchase for his news agency her Kodak disc camera and film for $5 ,000 plus a 40 percent royalty arrangement. When the plane lands in Rome, he
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quickly calls his office in New York and tells his partner the bad news and the good. The partner approaches the country's leading news magazine and
makes a deal to sell to them, for $10,000, one-time
rights to the pictures . As part of the deal the magazine insists that any artwork derived from the original
material will be the exclusive property of the magazine. This seemingly innocuous clause becomes the
pivotal point for a legal battle over what constitutes
the original photographic information .
The magazine publisher contacts a computer whiz
who operates a fictitious company called Media
Magic and Computer Graphics. The whiz kid developed his skills while working on image-enhancement
problems for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory and Atari.
He also developed some contacts in the CIA. After
striking a deal , which involves the whiz kid 's getting
his friends at the CIA to provide reference photographs and a computer link in exchange for a complete copy of the results of his enhancement project,
the magazine publisher has the camera and a test roll
of film put through a series of tests the computer expert requires . The camera lens is checked to determine specifically how it is at variance from the
manufacturer's specifications. Only after the tests are
completed on the camera and the test film is the film
containing the hoped-for images of the Kaddafi assassination developed.
With the naked eye all that is discernible on the
negatives are a female subject on one side and a
very overexposed image of the place where Kaddafi
was shot on the other. There are five such frames.
The computer expert asks for 11-by-14-inch enlargements of each of the frames that were exposed near
the assassination scene . The darkroom technician
who carries out the work cannot understand what the
fuss is about. He can't see more than a small, overexposed , out-of-focus blob that bears a faint resemblance to people in the relevent section of the images.
Stevens, the computer whiz , returns to his studio
with the test data . He asks that the film and prints be
delivered as soon as possible. He writes a program
that takes into account the characteristics of the lens,
camera motor, film, and assumed motion of the photographer. This information is necessary for him to develop a program that allows his computer to construct
a sharp image based upon the fuzzy recording on the
film . "This was the kind of gonzo science he relished-'Whatever you can fantasize, I can write a program for,'" the author tells us (ibid. :98) .
Stevens's program enabled him to do four types of
enhancement: focus, contrast, dynamic range , and
color. It begins by submitting " all of the negatives on
the disc to analysis by a specifically modified laser
scanner" (ibid .: 102). The scanner scans each image
in four colors and converts each " micron of image
area into an information package of digitally encoded
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Figure 2 Unembellished image of newlyweds Charles and
Diana. Courtesy of Douglas Kirkland/Contact.

Figure 3 Embellished image has seven alterations. Courtesy
of Douglas Kirkland/Contact. Copyright © Discover
Magazine, April 1983, Time Inc.

dots which [are] then stored in [the] computer system " (ibid .: 102) . Each image may then be called up
on a screen . Sectional enlargements can be made
and each section processed for each of the four
types of possible enhancement. In this way whatever
information that was encoded, however faintly or abstractly, can be reconstructed so that it will be useful .

Appearing in the April 1983 Discover magazine is
"The Fiendish Hell Machine" by Gary Taubes
(1983 :68-80). The title of the article is derived from
the name of the inventor of an image-enhancement
system rather than from the manipulations the computer can perform . The article deals with how one can
remove a portion of a photograph and insert extra information into a photograph through the use of an image-enhancement program . The examples for this
article were made on a computer owned by Time-Life.
In one example , a portion of the New York skyline
was removed . In the other, a picture of the wedding
procession of Prince Charles and Lady Diana was altered. Inserted into the background was an extra soldier, apparently a skillfully doctored version of one of
the two soldiers in the original image. Only if the two
images are compared side by side would one begin
to think that one version had been altered (Figures 2
and 3) . Taubes wrote :

Stevens was convinced that there were enough elements
there to make a good story-telling picture. It just required
some editing on his part and the addition of a few colorful
details from his research department. [ibid .: l 04]

Puffing on cigars, Stevens works through the night.
After nearly eighteen hours he has a sharp image of
the slain Kaddafi. He only needs to add color. "All he
had to do was fill in certain areas with color based on
what he knew to be true, and the rest would be left to
his imagination" (ibid .: 106). This aspect of computerenhanced imagery certainly seems to recall the handartists of the nineteenth century who made engravings for publications . The engravings were based
upon photographs and the artist's imagination .
The final set of images look like conventional photographs. They, of course, are not. We never know what
the public is told about these images. We do not know
if the news magazine asserts that they are photographs of the Kaddafi assassination or if they are an
· artist's reconstruction based upon less than perfect
data. Heimsohm is content with raising our consciousness concerning the possibilities of photographic manipulation with image-enhancement systems and with
pointing out that the contract with the news agency
had not been violated by the image manipulators. He
does not raise questions of ethical standards.

The ethical and legal implications of such photographic
foolery could be serious . A man and a woman who had
never seen each other could be caught in flagrante delicto by a mischievous computer operator with the right
raw material . The fake would not be undetectable; however, if analyzed mathematically, doctored pixels would
stand out like convicts in striped suits . [ibid .: 70]

One, of course, must first suspect that the image is
less than accurate in its portrayal of a scene or event.
Then one needs a computer with the right program to
detect the fraud . To the eye the image looks like a
conventional untampered photographic record.
Ironically, if anything is replacing the photograph as
the purveyor and ultimate arbiter of truth in the last
part of the twentieth century, it is the computer. The
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computer does computation s faster and more accurately than man ever could. As photog raphy did in the
nineteenth century , the computer has opened ways of
thinking and seeing that man had not imagined possible just a few years ago. Like photography in the
nin eteenth century, the computer is an information
transforme r.
Computer science allows models to be built and
predictions mad e that in dustry, government, artists ,
and sc ienti sts use in th eir work . The computer, at
least metaphorically, has a mind of its own. The information it processes is beg inning to be thought of as
truth simp ly because it has been processed through
a computer. This notion , whi ch is becom ing cu lturally
pop ul ar, may ultimately become as pe rvasive as the
nineteenth-century notion of the photograph as truth.
This notion is just as naive and at least as dangerous,
poss ibly more so . What a computer is capable of
doi ng to what we th ink of as a " real and truthfu l" photographic record of an event forces us to recons ider
our notions of real ity .

Electronic-Computer-Still Photography
Still photography has entered the electron ic age . The
rules of the game have changed . As still photog raphy
leaves its optical -chemical past and enters the optical-electronic-computer future , new possibilities and
chall enges emerge for the news media. Long-held
notions of what constitutes credibility of source, credibil ity of information , and philosophical concepts of
truth are rapidly becom ing outmoded . It is alarming
that most of the players are not yet aware of the
changes and have not thought deeply, if at all, about
the consequences of those changes .
Almost everyone is familiar with the optical -chemical process of photography. Even small children use
snapshot cameras . The optical-chemical darkroom
has been known to people through a century and a
half of folklore and actual exposure . If one has not
been in a photographer's darkroom , then one has at
least seen a darkroom in a picture, the movies , or on
television . Whateve r one thought of the photographer,
"Animal ," on the " Lou Grant" show, the darkroom
scenes in that series allowed millions of viewers to
see what an optical-chemical darkroom looked like .
Almost no one , by contrast , is familiar with electronic-computer darkrooms . They exist in research
departments of corporations, advertising agencies ,
government, a,nd universities , in the Associated Press
headquarters in New York, and in the Deutsche
Presse-Agentur offices in Frankfurt. Artists are beginning to work with digitized photography, using home
computers like the Apple and the IBM . Sony has mar-
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keted the first electronic still camera; however, the image quality is not nearly as good as a conventional
photographic image .
Just as computers were confined to corporations ,
research institutions , and consumers of great wealth
only a few years ago, so too is electronic-computerstill photography at the present time. And just as
computers have become accessible to those with a
few hundred dollars to spend , so will electronic-computer-still photography. It may not be for another
twenty years; it may be, as David Herbert, computer
consultant to the Associated Press , argues, only two
or three years away.3
Computer scientists have figured out how to digitize
the photographic image so that it can be captured by
a computer, stored within its memory, man ipulated
and altered by the computer operator, transmitted to
other computers , and finally reconstituted as a hardcopy photographic image indistinguishable to the eye
from its optical-chemical cousin (Figure 4) . Once a
photographic image has been digitally captured
within a computer system , it can be enhanced or degraded. To what extent it can be enhanced or degraded , in effect altered , is a funct ion of the lim its of
the computer hardware, the cleverness of the program for that hardware, and the skill of the computer
operator. The ease with wh ich one can do manipu lations , the kinds of manipulations one can do, and the
degree to which one can do a particular kind of manipulation with ease represent problem areas in the
electronic darkroom that the media need to address .
The invention of the halftone process in the 1880s
eliminated the need for the hand-artist to interpret the
photograph ic image in order for the information to be
reproduced in mass quantity. However, there was a
price to be paid. Mass reproduction of the photographic image necessitated loss of image quality
when compared to an original photograph or etch ing .
Loss of image quality directly translates to loss of observable detail, loss of data, and degradation of information . The quality of the image has been an issue
since the early days of photography. The ability of
computers to make images exactly the same and
transm it them without degradation of image quality
are major attractions of electron ic-computer-still photography for the news media.
The main function , however, of the-electronic darkroom , as news agenc ies perceive it, is to process
and distribute photograph ic information faster. As a
by-product, images are enhanced or degraded
through operator manipulations. The function of image
enhancement, which is a computer-based electronic
process, is to replace degraded , but not missing , information through the use of algorithmic equations and
computer science . The problem for the news media is
that the electronic darkroom is subject to the same
manipulations as any image-enhancement system .
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Digitizing an image

Digitization of the photographic image is the computer equivalent of the halftone process. In the halfto~e process the photograph is rephotographed
us1ng .a ?ot ma~rix screen in order to break the photographic 1mage 1nto dots. Each dot carries the same
amount of ink and has the same black value . The size
of each dot and the distance between dots determine
the tonal value of an area.
The digitized image is also composed of dots (Figure 5). These dots are called pixels. Unlike the halftone dot, the pixel is not automatically a black value.
In fa~t, in most systems each pixel can be assigned
on e1ther a planned or an arbitrary basis any value
from ~hite to black on a 256-value gray scale.
. Unl1ke the halftone process, in which only the entire
1~ag~ area may be lightened or darkened, the digitized 1mage may be lightened or darkened pixel by
pixel. In effect, the computer operator has total control ove~ the tonal and linear values in a digitized image. Th1s means, at least in theory, that the computer
operator can turn a smile into a frown and even create entirely from imagination an image that a viewer
would perceive as a conventional photograph .

Figure 4 Kenneth R.
Castleman, Digital/mage
Processing. Copyright©
1979, pp. 4, 5. Reprinted
by permission of PrenticeHall, Inc., Englewood
Cliffs, New Jersey.

Ethical Considerations
As the electronic darkroom rep~aces the conventional
darkroom in news organizations, the media have an
increased ability to shape raw information into a
structure that looks objective on the surface , but in
fact is not. It is both subjective and manipulative. As
we move into an age when out-of-focus images can
be transformed into in-focus images through computer manipulations, and when computers can be
used to create images that never existed in the real
world but are visually indistinguishable from conventional photographs made of the real world, journalists
are confronted with important new ethical questions.
And a.s the ~ec~nology of image creation, processing,
and d1ssem1nat1on becomes more sophisticated and
the ability to disseminate information almost instant
determination of the ethical limits of degree and ki~ds
of image manipulation becomes an important matter
for the media to consider, if they wish to avoid abuse
and misuse of that technology.
. In an attempt to pinpoint the procedures, possibilities, a~d problems of electronic-computer-still photography 1n today's media, informal discussions were
held, taped interviews were conducted , and on-site
observations were made with members of the
Associated Press News Photo editorial staff. David
Herb~rt, t.he computer technician retained by the AP
to ma1nta1n the present system and design a new
one, was also interviewed . These interviews were
conducted in the AP headquarters in New York in
October 1983.
The systems that are in use at the AP and the
Oeutsch.e Presse- Ag~ntur rely on an initial image
~ade w1th a conventional camera using silver-based
f1lm. For several reasons people in the news field
~hink t~is is an interim stage. Silver for paper and film
1s gett1ng scarce. Paper is expensive and clumsy.
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A digital image processing system

And , most important for the needs of the news media,
there is no processing time in electronic-still photography . Eventually the 35-mm Nikon will give way to an
electronic cousin just as 16-mm film has been supplanted by videotape in broadcast news . For the
present, however, electronic-computer-stil l photography in the news context only involves working with images made with conventional cameras .
Hal Buell , assistant general manager for News
Photos, was one of the principals involved in overseeing the development of the AP's electronic darkroom.
The electronic darkroom plan originated in the early
1970s. AP directors decided to explore this technol ogy because their system for transmission was deteriorating. The AP's electronic darkroom is the first
online computer-based photographic image management, enhancement, and transmission system within
any news organization . Since the mid-1970s it has
been the prototype system for the news industry.
Other systems used in government, research, and industry-especially in the advertising industry-are
more sophisticated than even the AP's second -generation system . They all work, however, on the same
principles .
In layman 's terms Buell described the AP 's electronic darkroom:
The electronic darkroom takes a picture signal wh ich is
transm itted analog , converts that analog signal into digital
information , puts that into a computer. Simply by working
with the dig ital information an editor can do anyth ing he
wants with the picture . He can enhance it. He can lighten
it. He can darken it. He can crop it. He can rewrite the
caption . He can then order the picture to be sent to any
one of a number of places he wants the picture to go
all out of the computer. And that is done in the computer .... Any work in a chem ical-optical darkroom of that
kind results in a loss of technical qual ity. There is no loss
of techn ical quality in the electronic darkroom .4

David E. Herbert, in October 1983, had been working on the electronic darkroom project for the AP for
about four and one-half years . He described the electronic darkroom in a slightly more techn ical way :
We have a computer which digitizes the wire photo facsimile transmissions which is essentially using the facsimile transmitter as a scanner. The transmission itself)hen
becomes a serial stream of picture data. The computer
intercepts that, digitizes it and stores it on disk as a rectangular image of digital picture elements. We can then
reproduce the facsimile stream on an output device and
forward that pictu re then to a facsimile printer . . .. In order to be able to see ... what you are doing you have
video displays of various resolutions and qualities for
viewing what you have in the computer.5

The function of the electronic darkroom, as the
AP calls it, or the electronic picture desk, as the
Deutsche Presse-Agentur calls it, is to process and
distribute photographic information quicker and with
less loss of image quality than was possible with con ventional systems. Said Klaus Sprick, technical director for Deutsche Presse-Agentur:
The Electronic Picture Desk will greatly improve our
service in a number of ways. One main advantage is that
newspapers will be able to receive pictures sooner, not
faster because transmission times remain the same , but
processing here will be considerably speeded up. (Sprick
1983:24]

AP personnel said their problems with electronic-still
photography are technical. They described the electronic darkroom as a tool that speeds up the news
process but does not alter it. Only when pressed by
the interviewer did the topic of ethics come up. When
the question was raised , the AP staffers said the ethical cons iderations for electronic-still photography are
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identical with those for conventional photography.
Bill Lyon , Laser Photo II editor at the AP and formerly vice-president for News Photos at UPI, was
asked, "Do you think there are ethical problems
that are raised when working electronically?" He
responded:
No, I don 't see anything. We are not changing basic information in the picture. We are simply attempting to
overcome transmission difficulties, overcome perhaps a
poorly made print at the originating point. We are changing gamma. We are not changing information within the
picture itself. Obviously, if there is no information in an
area you can't create it. I see no ethical problem with
what we do with this at all. 6

Lyon argued that the controls that allow the editor
to lighten , darken , crop , and enhance an image are
the same controls one has in an optical-chemical
darkroom. In the first-generation system , this might be
functionally correct, even if it is not theoretically accurate. The program written for the AP system allows
the operator to interact with the image . The operator
can add tone to the image or subtract it from the image . At present the operator cannot control tone with
f.inesse. In the first-generation system , one can only
lighten or darken the entire image; one cannot selectively lighten a small section. The new system allows
for more fine-tuned control. But it too is by design a
system that does not easily permit extreme
manipulation.
However, with more sophisticated systems such as
the Hell Chromacom owned by Time-Life, it is possib!e for the op~rator to control every intensity of every
pixel. yYhen th1s happens , one has control over image
formation that is impossible in the conventional darkroom. With pixel -by-pixel control it would be possible
to remove a single hair on someone's head. And as
w.e have seen, the image of a soldier in the original
picture can be extracted, altered, and inserted into a
new ver~ion of the future king of England's wedding
procession.
Hal Buell, when asked if the controls that the editors use in the electronic darkroom could be used to
distort the image, replied :
You can 't. do any more to a picture than you could ever
do to a picture. I am going to anticipate a question .. . . 1
~on't think ~our ethics can be any better or any worse usmg electronic methods than they are using the classical
methods . Ethics is in the mind . It is not in the tools you
use. And because one tool is easier to use than another 1
don't see how that will lead to either a reduction or an i~
proveme.nt in the ethical standards . Ethics is something
else , I th1nk. I guess you could say, well, a skilled airbrush artist is one thing, but your everyday editor isn't
that. But your everyday editor can come close to assuming the abilities of an airbrush artist. . . . Using electronic
means he can quickly attain the skills of an experienced

airbrush artist. Yeah , sure , I don 't know whether or why
he would if he is ethical. If an editor wants to be unethical
he can go find a skilled airbrush artist and do whatever
he wants to on an artboard. There is a Catholic doctrine
that talks about the occasion of sin . .. . As I recollect it
from my youth , it was as sinful to put yourself in the occasion of sin as it was to commit the sin . . .. If you extend
that . . . you could say, if it is easier to be unethical there
will be more lack of ethics. Well, that is a philosophical
question . I am just a simple picture editor. And it will not
happen in this place as long as I am sitting here. Or it will
only happen once! 7

Buell has hit upon a key to the problem of media
ethics in the electronic age with his mention of the
Catholic doctrine of the "occasion of sin ." If it becomes cheap and easy to manipulate visual information in questionable or unethical ways, it is not a
certainty that it will be done, but it does seem likely.
The AP computer system, like any other computer
system, is capable of being abused . It is not immune
from being unethically manipulated by people inside
~he ~P, althouqh the AP staff believes that possibility
1s slight . More Important, just because the small number of people who are using the prototype AP system
have high ethical standards does not mean that when
that system, or ones similar to it, moves out into
newsrooms all over the world, others will have the
same high standards of ethical conduct the AP claims
to have.
Jerry Mosey, an AP picture editor in charge of monitoring the national desk in New York, suggested that
the pri~ary pr?blem with computer-enhanced photography 1s not w1th what the news agencies do but with
what the suppliers of pictures to news agencies might
do.8 He suggested that in the near future the government certainly will have-if it does not already-systems capable of sophisticated manipulations. He
claimed that the wire service would not consider
doing these manipulations because of ingrained ethical st~ndards . He gave as examples selectively
cha~g1ng the tones in an image to turn a white person 1nto a black person and removing a person from
an image . He questioned whether the news services
could trust any picture the government might release
once a news service was aware that a government
agency had a computer image-enhancement system.
One needs to add to his list of suspect sources any
source with possible motivation to present itself in the
best lig~t ~nd with access to an enhancement system . Th1s Includes advertising agencies, corporations
'
and possibly scientists as well as government and
news media personnel.
The question Mosey raises opens Pandora's box. It
is fundamental and disturbing. If Mosey is correct,
then one possible solution is for the media to invest in
computer systems that can detect alterations or fabrications of images. If it is known that an image a news
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organization thinks might be faked can and wi ll be
subjected to a computer analysis that reveals fraud
undetectable to the eye, then it is much less likely
that sources of pictures would attempt to alter visual
data.
Although there has been minimal discussion of
changing ethical considerations within the news media as they confront electronic imaging and enhancement systems , computer scientists have discussed
the general problem of ethics in the computer age .
Computer scientists are aware that their technology
presents new kinds of problems in ethics as it
changes the ways in which information is transferred .
They also recognize that while fields like medicine
have had hundreds of years to develop ethical codes,
their field , little more than thirty years old , must confront the issue of ethical conduct immediately and
forcefully because of the profound impact computers
have already had upon civilization.
One attempt by the computer industry that might
serve as a guide for the media to emulate is a selfassessment procedure dealing with ethics in computing . It was written by Donn Parker and published
in the journal for the Association for Computing
Machinery. In Parker's self-assessment procedure issues are raised that merit the immediate attention of
media professionals using computers to process
words and pictures . He states, "Computer-specific
ethical issues arise as the result of the role of computers ." The media have barely begun to discuss this
issue as it relates to images. They have begun to discuss it as it relates to privacy, but here the discussion
tends to deal with how to deal with the data of others
as opposed to the media's own data storage and
use.
Parker sees computers as " instruments of acts." He
asks:
To what degree must computer services and users of
computers , data, and programs be responsible for the integrity and appropriateness of computer output?

Parker also makes explicit the concern of the computer industry with computers as "symbols of intimidation and deception":
The images of computers as thinking machines, absolute
truth producers-infallible, subject to blame-and as anthropomorphic replacements of humans who err should
be considered. 9 (emphasis added)

These concerns seem fair, relevant, and important.
If the media are going to accept responsibility for the
output from their computers, they must address issues related to proper input-including security-and
operator manipulation. And the media need to deal
with the computer as symbol as well as machine, if
only to protect their own credibility in the eyes of the
public.
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Richard Oubes, Professor of Computer Science at
Michigan State University and a researcher in the
area of computer image enhancement, suggests that
the only way to attempt to guarantee the integrity of
the image is for people to recognize that the problem
is a security issue similar to the security issue banks
face. 10 The only way to ensure image integrity is to
encrypt it at the point of origin and decode it at the
point of delivery. As the film War Games and arrests
by authorities suggest, even encrypting information
does not entirely guarantee security. The determined
computer hacker may still find a way into the system.
Encrypting information, however, certainly minimizes
the problem.
The encrypting of information to make it more secure is a solution that requires foresight. One needs
to anticipate possible ethical manipulations and build
safety codes into the computer program that will
make unauthorized access and undesirable manipulation extremely difficult. This kind of partial solution is
one that media professionals may not consider if the
allegation Hodding Carter makes in the preface to the
book Media Ethics is true . Carter states:
... the domain of the mass media today is an ethical jungle in which pragmatism is king , agreed principles as to
daily practice are few, and many of the inhabitants pride
themselves on the anarchy of their surroundings . ...
when it comes to ethical values , the media would rather
punt than play. 1 1

Carter's words may sound overly critical. However,
the interviews conducted at the AP suggest that these
professionals do not think the use of the electronic
darkroom has hidden ethical traps for journalists. But
the traps are there. It may be only a matter of time
before an ethical journalist falls prey to a supplier of
pictures with a vested interest in the public's perceiving an event in a particular way and the skills to operate an image-enhancement system. It may be only a
matter of time before a visual equivalent of Richard
Nixon's eighteen and one-half minute gap haunts the
body politic . It may be only a matter of time before
the electronic darkroom falls prey to an electronic
equivalent of Janet Cooke, who invents pictures of
such power and believability that even the Pulitzer
committee is taken in.
Hal Buell and the AP staff are partially right in their
assessment. One must be able to trust the conveyor
of information . One must be able to trust one's
source. Journalists will be able to place more trust in
their sources in the electronic age if they begin to
recognize that the digital image processed through
computer-enhancement systems represents a different medium from the conventional photographic image. Because it is a different medium means that the
old rules cannot be assumed to apply. The game has
changed. The profession of journalism needs to ac-
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tively build security into its electronic darkrooms, and
it needs to make some decisions concerning the ethical limits of the games journalists can play with a
computer. The profession needs to write a new rule
book for a new information-transfer medium .

Notes
1 Powers of Ten is distributed by Pyramid Films.
2 This version of the screenplay includes photographs from the film
as well as commentary by Antonioni and an interview with him.
3 Interview conducted by the author with David Herbert, October 24,
1983, at the Associated Press headquarters in New York.
4 Interview conducted by the author with Hal Buell , October 24, 1983,
at the Associated Press headquarters in New York.
5 See Herbert, Note 3.
8 Interview conducted by the author with Bill Lyon , October 24, 1983,
at the Associated Press headquarters in New York.
7 See Buell , Note 4.
8 Based on notes from conversations with Jerry Mosey, October 24 ,
1983, at the Associated Press headquarters in New York.
9 Edited by Eric A. Weiss from the book Ethical Conflicts in Computer
Science and Technology by Donn B. Parker, "Self-Assessment
Procedure IX: A Self-assessment procedure dealing with ethics in
computing" in Communications of the ACM 25:3, March 1982,
p. 183.
10 Based on notes from a conversation with Richard Dubes,
November 1983, at Michigan State University.
11 Hodding Carter Ill , Foreword in Media Ethics : Cases and Moral
Reasoning, by Clifford Christians , et al. (New York: Longman Inc.),
1983, pp . xi-xii.
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Visual Contexts: APhotographic Research Method
in Anthropology
Victor J. Caldarola
We tried to shoot what happened normally and spontaneously , rather than to decide upon the norms and then
get Balinese to go through these behaviors in suitable
lighting. We treated the cameras in the field as recording
instruments, not as devices for illustrating our theses.
- Gregory Bateson (Bateson and Mead 1942:49)

Recent studies in anthropology and photography theory have promoted in various ways a reexamination of
the process of observation and analysis. By incorporating the notion of appropriate process into the
model of photographic representation , it is possible to
construct a very useful method of photographic
investigation.
The relevant theory includes a diverse set of viewpoints . In anthropology, Salamone (1979:51) suggested that the "contexts of fieldwork" be examined
in order to control for bias; Jarvie (1975:264) urged a
more ambitious "anthropology of anthropology"; while
Myerhoff and Ruby (1982:2, 5) offered a "reflexive"
approach that would include the "producer,"
"process," and "product" of anthropological research.
Similarly in photography, Sekula (1975:38) showed
that photographic meaning is intrinsically dependent
on the "discourse situation" of image production and
presentation, while Snyder and Allen (1976:13) demonstrated that the representational value of a photograph depends on the photographer, his intentions,
and his working methods. Finally, pertaining more
specifically to the cross-fertilization of anthropology
and photography, Ruby (1975: 108-1 09; 1976:6-7)
and Worth (1980: 15, 20; 1982:37) suggested that
photographic and filmic meaning exist in the social
and methodological contexts of image articulation
and interpretation.
It is clear that photographic methods based on culturally conventional patterns of medium utilization are
inappropriate for anthropological inquiry, and that the
basic photographic response must be revised in order to make the image-producing process compatible
with anthropological paradigms. 1 The photographic
research method proposed here is such a revised response and may be described as a program for investigating the visual components of anthropological
problems. An adjunctive methodology designed to be
implemented in collaboration with an anthropologist
working in the verbal tradition, the program focuses

Victor J. Caldarola is a Master of Arts candidate at
The Annenberg School of Communications, University
of Pennsylvania. He has worked professionally as an
archaeological photographer and is currently interested in the nature of communication and representation in ethnographic research.

on the essential difficulties of research communication
via the photographic media: (1) the epistemology of
photographic representation , (2) the nature of the observation process, and (3) the conceptualization of
photographic data with regard to their function and
validity.
The methodology will be presented in some detail
first, followed by a report on its implementation as
part of an anthropological investigation initiated by my
wife, Patricia J. Vandal. Our particular research problem concerned an agricultural industry in the Hulu
Sungai region of South Kalimantan, Indonesia, an industry distinguished by its extraordinary impact on regional economic development. The core research
program was designed to examine the social, economic, and ecological factors contributing to the industry's marked success (Vandal 1984:1 ). 2

The Photographic Research Method
The photographic research method is derived largely
from a particular epistemological conception of photographic representation, which may be summarized by
the following premises: (1) that photographic images
are event-specific representations, (2) that their relevance or meaning is dependent upon the context of
the image-producing event, and (3) that the imaging
event is a socially interactive and communicative
process that involves the mutual understanding and
participation of both the observer and the observed.
The nature of the observation process follows as a direct consequence of this epistemological framework.
The photographic research method focuses on
specific events, much like the event-centered and
circumstantial ethnography of Van Velsen
(1967: 139-140), Geertz (1973:23), and Goldschmidt
(1972:59) and the classic photographic work of
Bateson and Mead (1942:50). Each encounter is considered unique and nonrecurring, because the emphasis is on the actions of individuals in particular
situations at particular times. The imaging process is
observational, in that events are recorded as they occur and are not elicited or encouraged in any way.
The photographer participates through photographic
observation and produces a steady stream of images
to record the event in time and space. It is an intensive and immediate form of observation that requires
a willingness to photograph as a first response. Quick
reflexes and a professional's familiarity with the equipment are distinct advantages.
Photographic coverage begins immediately upon
entry into the field and continues for the duration of
the fieldwork. Like cameraless observation, initial encounters are relatively naive but become more sophisticated as the research proceeds. Both the
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quality of the observation and the sophistication of
photographic data increase because of a repetitive
cycle of photographic observation and review (see
Figure 1). The medium application cycle is a conceptual model representing a single photographic event.
It is based primarily on Spradley's (1980:29) "ethnographic research cycle" and provides a similar systematic technique for the accumulation and
intensification of research data.
While the photographic research method is designed as a complete methodology, this paper will
concentrate on the observation process. Observation
produces the cumulative photographic record , which
then functions as a data base for complex analysis
and visual ethnographic description .

Medium Application
The medium application cycle begins in the planning
stages of the research project. All available information is gathered , proposals prepared, and tentative
plans noted. From this "prior knowledge ," a preliminary photography plan is created that describes the
proposed collaborative research design and includes
an initial script of events and activities that lists worthwhile subjects for photographic coverage.

Selecting and Defining the Event. Once in the
field , photographic observation begins by selecting
and defining an event for coverage and assigning its
significance. The selection is based on the researcher's prior knowledge of events of this type and on
impressions at the earliest moments of interaction .
The definition is purposefully cautious , tentative , and
hypothetical. The event is defined via an "assigned
significance ," which is supplied by the researcher
and noted briefly in a field notebook. This hypothetical definition is tested by photographing , review of
the photographs, and informant interviews.
Selecting and defining the event before photographing places the photographic record into perspective and is a necessary if usually implicit
procedure in photography (Szarkowski 1975:45;
Snyder and Allen 1976:12). The photographer, like
any critical observer, must describe an event in order
to fix attention upon it (Cody 1967:166). It follows that
what is described , or in this case photographed , is
largely the result of the observer's initial definition.
Assigning Operational Significance. Once the
event has been identified, the researcher must then
decide which aspects of it to record . The operational
significance, in the form of a " point of significance "
and "boundaries ," provides the researcher with
guidelines based on the event's definition and perceived significance to the research. The guidelines
provide a formal structure for photographic coverage-a plan of observation .
The point of significance is some central key or
point upon which photographic coverage focuses .
Boundaries may be physical , temporal, or particular
to a person or object; they limit the scope of photographic coverage. The point/boundary framework allows comprehensive and responsive photographic
recording while maintaining the event's assigned significance as a focal point. Later when the photographs are reviewed , the assigned significance
functions as a frame of reference through which to
critically assess the visual contents .
The sign ificance annotation is central to the research program because it allows the photographer
to approach an event without fully understanding it.
The photography is "open-ended " within the limitations set by the point/boundary notation . The photog rapher does not have to understand the event as it
occurs, only observe it through the formal structure .
The understanding of it is documented by the definition . This framework permits a truly investigative
photographic interaction. The accumulation of " undifferentiated data" (Sorenson 1967:445) through the establishment of specific reference points becomes
possible and represents the heart of the photographic
research method. Byers (1964) formally suggested
the basis for this investigative system , although
Bateson and Mead (1942:50) had used the technique
with great success some twenty-five years earlier.
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Photographing the Event. Having noted the operational significance in writing , the photographer approaches the event and begins photographing .
Photography centers on the interplay between elements of the scene and the central point of significance . This will vary depending on the static or
dynamic quality of the designated event and can
range from the physical context to the interaction
among ind ividuals . The basic photographing technique consists of a sequence format that combines
detailed coverage with wide-field context in a relatively continuous series of photographs, each visually
connected to the others.
Photography continues until the point of significance appears to change or the event exceeds its
assigned boundaries . At this point coverage is reconsidered . If the event as it was originally identified by
the assigned significance appears to conclude, photography follows suit. If the event appears to continue , a new point/boundary set is assigned and
photography continues. A third possibility is that the
first event may change into a different event that
seems equally significant to the research , and this directly connected event is then photographed using a
new point/boundary assignment.
Written Annotation. The assigned significance
and the operational guidelines together represent the
first step in the annotation process and are best
recorded in a field notebook along with the numerical
identification of the photograph series (roll, frame sequence, and date, or whatever film identification system is used) . A single photographic event may have
one or several point/boundary notations, but they are
related by a single title that represents the event's
overall assigned significance . The various point/
boundary photograph sets constituting a single event
remain together throughout the research and analysis
phases and in the permanent archive.
At some point after photographing, the interaction
is documented by extensive written annotation. A
separate annotative record is produced for each photographic event and includes the following
information:
1. the photographer's intention
2. the circumstances and arrangements of the
encounter
3. a report on the photography
4. observations and conversations while on the
scene
5. the individuals involved
The photographer's intention is already represented
by the significance assignment, but it is useful to
elaborate on it later. The circumstances and arrangements of the encounter are primarily an explanation of
the photographer's presence: How did he come to be
on the scene? In the report on the photography, the
researcher explains why certain angles, certain
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equipment, and specific photographing strategies
were chosen. Also included are the photographer's
impression of the quality of the photographic record
and the informants' responses to the photographer's
presence and photographing activity. Observations
and conversations while on the scene mean just that:
what was observed and what discussions occurred.
Finally, the individuals involved in the event or related
in some way to the photographer's presence are
noted by name or description.
The purpose of these "field notes" is to provide
certain necessary baseline information so that the
photographic records may be accurately assessed.
These annotative data, along with the visual relationships recorded in the images, constitute the contextual elements pertaining to the specific photographic
event and establish the basis of validity in the photographic data (Bateson and Mead 1942:49-50;
Newhall1964:150; Sorenson 1968:181).
Assembling the Photograph Sets. After the photographs are processed, they are assembled into " analysis sets," each set reflecting a single photographic
event. The photographs, in the form of individual
proof prints, are assembled in the order in which they
were made. Every frame is included without omission,
editing , or rearrangement. The assembled analysis
sets are dated and are assigned three-digit number
codes according to the order in which they were
produced.
The analysis sets are used for content assessment,
informant interviews, and all later analyses . Cross-referenced indexes are created during analysis so that
specific subjects or photograph sets may be located,
compared, and contrasted. Thus, the photographicevent/analysis-set construction provides access to the
data, including the contents of the photographs and
the researcher's image-producing activities.
Review. The analysis sets are reviewed in light of
their assigned significances and associated field
notes . Elements of content especially apparent to the
researcher during this review are noted along with
identification and assembly data for each analysis
set. Each review, in addition, includes a section for
further questions . These questions concern both specific details of the photographed event and topics for
continuing research. Some may be used in photographic interviews with the informant, and some represent areas on which to focus further photographic
coverage . In either case , these questions document
aspects of the photographed event the researcher
does not yet understand.
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Informant Interview. Where appropriate, photograph sets are brought to the informant who participated in the photographic event, and an interview is
conducted based on the images. Usually, "feedback"
interviews are conducted with known informants who
have agreed to participate and to whom the photography program has been explained . The interview
satisfies the participant's right of access to the photographs-they are informed beforehand that they will
be able to view all photographs of themselves , their
f?milies , households, etc .-and encourages their active participation in the research program. The photographic interview enhances rapport and mutual trust
by bringing the informant into the research process
an~ ?emystifying the researcher 's photographic
act1v1ty.
The informant interview also expands the researcher's understanding of both visual and nonvisual areas .
Two basic types of questions may be asked . The first
is directly related to the photographs ' contents and is
usually descriptive in nature : What do you call this
~bject/activity/event? What are you doing here (refernng to ~he photographs)? How exactly did you do it?
yYhat d1d you say? What is the purpose of this activIty? The second uses the photographs as a point of
~eparture by which to ask about things that are not
literally represented in the images: Where did you
learn to do this? When and how often does this occur? What is your profit margin? Is it always done the
same way? H?w do you prepare for it'? What happens
afterward? Wntten records are kept of all interviews
and are st?red permanently with the analysis sets .
Notes are Included indicating the circumstances of
the feedback interview: the location, the individuals
present, and the informant's overall response to the
photographs .
The first extensive use of informant feedback based
on photographic records is usually attributed to
Rober~ Flaherty when he was filming Nanook of the
North 1n 1921 - 1922 (Rouch 1975:86 ; Heider 1976:23 ;
Rotha and Wright 1980), although recent historical research places the inception of the technique with an
early Boas expedition of 1886-1889 (Jacknis 1984).
~l~herty screened the film's rushes to his Eskimo partiCipants so they would " accept and understand what
I was doing and work together with me as partners "
(Flaherty dia~ies as quoted by Rotha and Wright
1980:43). Th1s remains a very important goal of the
~eedba~k process and contributes significantly to the
1nteract1ve approach of the photographic research
method (Collier 1967:46- 66; Rouch 1975:99) .
New Information. Thus , hypotheses are tested first
b.Y P.h otographically observing the event, then by reVIewing the photographs in the context of the annotative record , and finally by informant photo-interviews
where appropriate . The hypothesis-testing procedures
produce not only the confirmed or revised hypotheses

~f the reviewed photograph sets , but also new questions upon which new hypotheses will be based , as
well as an extensive body of related information . From
this material , and information available from the ongoing collaborative research , the photographer once
again selects events for p~l otographic coverage , and
the medium application cycle begins anew .

Contexts of Photographic Interaction
The medium application cycle generates data of multicontextual character . Among the associated records
of each photographic event is included information
about the contexts of research methodology, event
conceptualization , event process and environment ,
researcher point of view , and informant response. The
systematic nature of the observation process enhances the validity of data collection so that every
photograph and annotative reference is a function of
every other image and reference. The result is a contextual web that reflects the research theme and effecti.vely i~creases the information content of any
partlc.ular 1mage (Mead 1970:247) . Photographic data
1s def1ned therefore as the visual contents of the photographs viewed in the context of the photographic
event that produced them .
On a somewhat different level , the process of event
selection involves another form of context. Though
general event types may be selected by using photography scripts , choosing a particular event for observation is somewhat more complicated . In short,
each particular event is selected because it is connected to other events in some conceptually significant manner. The newly selected event is part of
another event's social, physical , or functional context ,
and they are related by some known connection (Van
Vel sen 1967:14 7). The previous event or the point of
connection should have been photographed already
or at least observed and specifically noted . Events
may be part of each other's connective context
t~rough a wi.~e variety of possible links involving indiVIdu.als , fami11e~ , asso~iates , or possessions ; or by a
particular locat1on or t1me slot; or by some functional
connection .
Connective context adds another dimension to the
visual data and serves a validative as well as methodological function. The validative function is much
like that generally applied to qualitative data in anthropology (M~ad 1962:408-409), while methodologically , connective context constitutes a research
me~hod by which to investigate process and organi zatl~n of broad phenomena through the specific connections between and among individual activities
(Vayda 1983).
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Finally, normative pattern is recognized throug h a
data interpretation process in which photograph sets
are compared and contrasted , and conclusions are
drawn. Remember that the medium application cycle
is structured specifically to maximize the undifferentiated data content of the photographic and annotative records, which makes these materials suitable as
continuing sources of discovery (Sorenson 1968: 177).
The visual data, then , are not finite and discrete , but
depend on the interpretations and reinterpretations of
the researcher. The interpretive process builds ethnographic understanding beyond the limits of any particular photographic event.

Implementing the Methodology
As a collaborative methodology, the photography program shared certain similarities of approach with the
verbal research design it complemented . The two had
in common the same research problem and the same
locality, and it was clear that both would benefit from
a certain degree of overlap. The techniques differed
as well because of the very different requirements of
photographic versus verbal investigation and also because of the distinct kinds of information best communicated by each method.
My wife and I found that it was most efficient to
work somewhat separately. Although we were sometimes working with the same individuals, the different
sorts of interaction required by our two methods
meant that we had to work with them at different
times of the day or week . It was often necessary to
work with entirely separate participants .
Ducks and duck eggs were the principal items of
production in the agricultural industry we investigated .
Duck husbandry in the Hulu Sungai region of South
Kalimantan has significantly influenced the area's
economic development historically and continues to
do so today. "Continuing local innovation in traditional
management techniques has resulted in high production of eggs, some 67,000,000 a year (1980-1981 ),
and high profit potential for farmers" (Vandal 1984:1 ).
This rural agricultural industry is located in a region
with an immense freshwater tropical swamp in an environment usually considered to be uninhabitable and
unprofitable by economic development planners
(Vondal1984:1, 13).
In the ethnographic literature, the people of this region are referred to as the Banjar Hulu and are considered a subgroup of the Banjarese-Malay ethnic
group predominating in South Kalimantan (Syarifuddin
et al. 1981:11 ). An Islamic people, the Ban jar Hulu
are widely recognized for their trading prowess (Vandal 1984: 15), a skill we found to be essential to the
success of the industry.
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Small family-operated duck farm enterprises dominate the industry, most managing flocks of 100 birds
or less . These farmers produce the nonfertile eggs
that are then sold to egg traders at local markets. The
traders ship the eggs by boat or truck to the urban
centers of Kalimantan for resale. Supplying the farmers with ducks are hatchery specialists and rearing
specialists , while feed traders supply them with feed
ingredients. A separate group of specialist duck farmers supply the duckling hatcheries with fertile eggs.
Thus, the duck and duck-egg industry is characterized by a complex system of specialist groups, including an extensive network of traders who market
the products and provide the supplies.
The photography program as initially proposed
would, like the core research, take the producer of
nonfertile eggs as a focal point of study, designating
a sample of such farmers for intensive examination
while investigating the related specialists and traders
through his central position in the industry. It was apparent at an early stage that these various components of the duck and duck-egg industry are mutually
dependent on each other, and that each represents a
critical link in the supply-production-distribution system. That the skills of each specialist group of farmers and traders are for the most part mutually
exclusive is one of the most remarkable aspects of
this industry.
The initial photography plan included as broad subject areas the ecology of the area, land utilization, environmental adaptations, physical constructions like
homes ana duck cages, material goods and possessions, and the external organization of the farming
communities and markets. More specific subjects included farmers' management strategies, production
and distribution linkages, labor arrangements, transportation, outside employment, social organizations
and marketing, as well as household composition,
task distribution, and the cycle of family resources
and needs.

Technical Apparatus
Selection of technical apparatus and materials for this
project was based primarily on the need for continuous coverage in all weather and lighting conditions
and for equipment that could withstand the damaging
effects of water, heat, and humidity in a tropical wetlands environment. Still photography in particular was
chosen because of (1) my own expertise in the medium, (2) its relatively low cost, (3) the equipment's
overall tolerance to rugged field conditions, (4) the
technical simplicity of processing, review, and
presentation in the field, and (5) the nature of the research problem.
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I processed the photographs myself to limit costs
and to maintain consistent image quality and informant privacy. Due to the difficult conditions , processing
frequency had to be limited to once every four to five
weeks. Total film volume for approximately ten months
at the research site was 6,800 frames .

Phases of the Research
The photography program was expected to proceed
in certain distinct stages , based on the researcher's
increasing sophistication about the culture and the
duck industry, and because of the two different levels
of the research problem : the farmers who produce
the nonfertile eggs, on the one hand , and the industry
specializations and interrelationships, on the other.
Reviewing the implementation of the photography
program reveals three distinct stages of fieldwork,
each characterized by a different research mode: the
first five to six weeks may be termed the "entry"
phase, the next four months the " expansion " phase,
and the last four months the " sample" phase .
Entry. Photographing during the entry phase was
characterized primarily by the process of developing
a working familiarity with the culture , the geographical
area, and the intricacies of the agricultural industry
we had come to study; and by the disruptive impact
of our presence and my photographing activity. We
lived in Desa Satu (a pseudonym) , a village approximately three kilometers from the market town of
Alabio, and shared the home of a prominent duck
farmer and his family . We spent a considerable
amount of our time learning the language and certain
other basic activities .
At first, use of the camera elicited great excitement
and a desire to "be in the picture ," especially among
children . Adults reacted either by posing or turning
away, but generally with amusement. I photographed
regardless of response, despite the crowds that always seemed to collect . Apparently there was no
specific taboo against photographing , and I wanted
to expose my working methods so that curiosity
would be satisfied . After the first few weeks , as my
purpose became more widely known , I began to limit
my photographing to moments when there seemed to
be no elicited response. After several weeks of photographing, I began to notice a definite reduction in disruptive response .
One photographing behavior I adopted to reduce
disruptive response was to minimize the distance between myself and my subject. I accidentally noticed
that my initial tendency to stand off a certain distance
tended to provoke disruption , while stepping up close
seemed to reduce it. Once aware of this relationship ,
I found that my close-up watching behavior mimicked
that of other people who stood and watched . Such

close-in observation fostered the use of wide-angle
camera lenses , which became standard procedure.
Photographic subject matter of this period reflects
an "entry" perspective and consists mainly of the
general environments within which more spec ific photographic coverage was expected to concentrate
later: our host village , the nearby markets, and other
areas known to be significant to the duck industry.
Ecological conditions were clearly significant to the
research and very " avai lable" to the entry-phase photographer. These included the rivers and swamps,
vegetation , and the seasonal flooding ; also, adaptations to ecological conditions such as travel by perahu (small boats that are rowed like canoes) and
diesel-powered river launches , homes and duck
cages built atop stilts or floating rafts , and elevated
wood or bamboo foot paths . I photographed duck
cages and pens , herding and feeding ducks , the
transportation of the birds and their eggs, and the
duck-related market areas . But the photographic coverage was on a general level , lacking specif ic relevance , and this is reflected in the assigned
significances as well as in the photographs
themselves .
Finally, this early phase is characterized by the use
of close informants whom we knew well , including our
host and a small group of his friends and associates .
I was thus able to observe photographically specified
events before I became aware of their significance
independently. In addition , having these informants
overcame the initial problem of unfam il iarity with
transportation methods and routes and with the locations of nearby villages, towns , and markets.
Expansion. The beginning of the expansion phase
was marked by an incident at the Alabio market when
I was able to identify tentatively the activity before
me-farmers selling their duck eggs to egg tradersand thus for the first time to observe intensively and
without the assistance of an informant-guide. The
transition from entry to expansion phase was actually
gradual but marked by certain definite incidents like
this one. Intensive photographic observation was one
of the characteristics of the expansion phase ; another
was that photographic coverage during this period
expanded beyond the limited circle of our host and
his associates . I began to search out and photograph
activities encountered earlier from the perspective of
our duck farmer host and thus expand the range of
photographic coverage into the other specializations
of the industry, including egg and feed traders ,
hatchery specialists, and the range of strategies
within these two groups. Coverage was expanded
geographically as well, as I photographed markets
other than Alabio where eggs , ducks, and feed were
traded. This represented the first step in understanding the duck and duck-egg-related trade networks
and their extent and process.
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Events selected for photography became more
specifically identified as well as intensively photographed. Rather than photographing "mat weaving ,"
for example (a popular economic activity of women in
duck farming households) , I photographed identified
individuals engaged in specific stages of the process :
dyeing the purun reed material , weaving the mats ,
and finally selling the finished products at the market.
Thus , events were identified and photographed in
spec ific contexts rather than as general activities .
Similarly, I began photographing several village duck
cages that were under construction, tracking the
progress over time. I began to make extended contacts on my own , for example, by following a young
egg trader of our village and photographing him as
he went about his business at the Alabio market, interacting with duck farmers, other egg traders , and
riverboat owners engaged to ship the eggs to
Banjarmasin , the provincial capital. After a photographic interview with the initial participant, I would
follow through with these extended contacts. Through
the egg trader, I arranged to accompany his egqs
downriver to the resale market in Banjarmasin and
photographed the transportation and resale
processes . I photographed specific transactions at
the markets-a farmer selling his eggs, another purchasing ducklings , a hatchery specialist meeting his
fertile egg supplier, etc.-and later interviewed these
individuals using the photographs to learn about the
transaction method and relationships with the various
photograp.hed contacts.
Meanwhile, as the seasons changed-from a pronounced rainy season to a drier-than-usual dry season- I continued photographing the ecological
effects , particularly the receding flood waters and the
corresponding change in transportation methods ,
from perahu to taxi pickup trucks and bicycles. My
wife and I mapped and I photographically surveyed
our village, which we had decided was a suitable location for interview surveys of the core research design and the random sample of duck farming
households to be selected later.
Photographic interviews were first conducted during this phase of the research, initially with our host
and his friends, and later with a wide variety of individuals . All interviews were conducted in either the local Banjar-Malay dialect or Indonesian, depending on
the informant's preference . Most people were surprised at first that they would be able to see the photographs, even though I had assured them they
would. The pictures elicited much excitement among
family and friends, and many invited me to photograph again whenever I wished to do so. I believe
that the photographic feedback was the best way to
communicate my purpose. Many of the people knew
photographs only as pictures in magazines or as a
part of ceremonial events (the area has a history of
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itinerant photographers, so photographs were familiar
objects) . Often after the photo-interview, informants
would say, "Now I understand why you want to photograph. I would not have wanted you to ask all these
questions while I was busy working" (paraphrased
and translated). As my working methods became
more widely known, the photo-interview in particular
became an exceptional source of rapport. Many new
participants had already heard about my work and
welcomed me and my camera.
In terms of eliciting information, photo-interviewing
required some practice on my part. At first my questions were too broad and not connected to the photographs. I noticed that the most useful answers were
elicited by questions that were simple and related
specifically to the photographic event. I learned to
avoid conceptual questions and settled into a pattern
of asking many particular questions about particular
photographs, point1ng to the image as I asked the
question . Some informants caught on quickly and
provided running narrations of the photographed
event, referring to the pictures. I found that most individuals were so accustomed to the activities I photographed that the images served more as points of
reference to a specific activity we could discuss than
as troughs of information. The images provided a
communication link between researcher and participant, a meeting place for our different points of view,
and affected the transference of detailed information
that would have been very difficult to elicit without the
photographs.
Sample. The sample phase was dominated by intensive photography with the randomly selected sample of village duck farmers. From my wife 's survey of
the duck farming households in our village , ten percent were selected randomly for intensive research .
Although we both worked with the same seven households, my wife's method at this point consisted mainly
of weekly interviews while my photography was
planned around a number of topical constructs.
These included:
1. house and duck cage interiors and exteriors
(with drawn maps)
2. feeding ducks
3. fishing
4. rice and vegetable cultivation
5. "to the market" series and trade connections
6. buying and selling ducks and ducklings
7. random "short visit" program, for household
activity
8. family portraits
9. copying family photographs
All of these objects and activities, with the exception
of the last two, were photographed intensively, either
by arrangement or by unannounced visits at times
when I knew the activity would occur. These plans
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were explained to each family in the beginning, and
each agreed to participate.
Like the photography program in general, I began
this photographing with the relatively less intimate
coverage of the house and duck cage exteriors and
interiors and progressed through the work activities
and "to the market" series before the much more intimate "short visit" program, which was conducted
near the end of the fieldwork period.
The houses and duck cages were photographed
with emphases on construction and functional details,
and on interior and exterior layout, the latter including
the layout of pens in the duck cage and rooms in the
house, and also the exterior relationships among
these structures and the surrounding environment: the
road, the swamp, rice fields , and other houses and
duck cages . This created visual links with the earlier
village photography survey.
Feeding ducks, fishing, rice and vegetable cultivation, and buying and selling ducks were all photographed by accompanying the household member
and photographing his or her behavior throughout the
activity. All were followed by informant interviews .
The "to the market" series was somewhat more
complicated . It consisted of accompanying the duck
farmer to the weekly market and photographing the
entire activity throughout the morning, with special
emphasis on duck-related market activities. It was at
the weekly market that farmers would usually sell their
eggs, purchase duck feed ingredients, and arrange
the purchase and sale of ducks and ducklings . I selected this activity for photographic coverage for several reasons: (I) marketing skills and arrangements
seemed particularly important to successful duck
farming, (2) the weekly market trip was a social as
well as economic activity, and much pertinent information was traded concerning flock management
strategies and market variables , and (3) to make contact with the duck farmer's buyers and suppliers, to
photograph these interactions and to target the contacted individuals for extended photographic coverage and nonphotographic interviews . I conducted the
nonphotographic interviews for my wife because it
was considerably less awkward for me as a man to
speak with other men with whom I was not already
acquainted.
The purpose of the random "short visit" program
was to get a better idea of normative household activity at different times throughout the day. Two weeks of
unannounced random visits were slotted to a time
chart of the daylight hours, one visit per hour, for
each Sample household. All of the Sample participants were informed of this intensive technique before I began, and all agreed to it. When I arrived at
each house I announced that it was a "short visit"
and proceeded to photograph all apparent household
activity, both in the house or duck cage or nearby

outside. I randomly chose the time for each visit, and
did not visit every day, so as to reduce the possibility
of the participants prepari11g for my visit. The "short
visit" program functioned like a fine screen that directed me to photograph activities to which I may not
have had access otherwise. The disadvantage of this
research technique is that it was implemented only
once . The type of household activities in which family
members engage is dependent on the season , and
so the program helped determine household activity
only for the particular time of year.
The family portraits, for which families were encouraged to pose however they wished , and the copied
family photographs served as controls for other research photography, both with regard to the formal
pose response and as a guide to the community's
use of photographs prior to our arrival. Additionally ,
the family photographs-and almost every household
possessed at least a few-comprised a visual family
history of important events. Most of the photographs
were made in a studio , by itinerant photographers , or
by relatively wealthy relatives who owned pocket
cameras. The ceremonies and events documented in
the family photographs included weddings , trips to
the city , and the religious pilgrimage to Mecca. The
photographed individuals included family members
as well as friends and relatives.
Extended photographic coverage continued
throughout the sample phase via contacts I made
independently as well as through the Sample households. Some of the extended coverage was repetitive
and concerned the same kinds of subject matter I
had photographed earlier, while some was entirely
new. The latter included fertile egg suppliers, their
special flock management techniques, and their connections to the hatchery specialists who purchased
the eggs; the sago palm trade (one of the ingredients
of duck feed); detailed coverage of the duckling
hatchery process; an Islamic madrasa school where
one of the Sample informants was employed as a
teacher; a women's Koran study meeting at a village
prayer house; and Friday congregation at a large
mosque in Amuntai, the regency capital.
I photographed many social and religious affairs
during both the expansion and sample phases, including weddings , holiday celebrations , a child-naming ceremony, graduation from grade school, and the
construction of a new village mosque. Some of these
events I was specifically requested to photograph,
while for others I was encouraged to do so by the local residents because, they said , these things are important aspects of community life. Such insights and
encouragement were very valuable, and served to enrich the photographic collection and our understanding of social life in the community.
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Conclusions
My concern here has been to devi~e a method ~f
photographic data generation that 1n some way Includes the influence of the observation process , because , as Worth pointed out (1980:19) , " primary
photographic data are also a structured event:" ~he
val idity of such a method , like that of all descnpt1ve
systems , would rest on "the strength of the epistemolog ical system which underlies the description " (Ruby
1977:235) . The photographic research method represents an attempt to create a validative system of visual description based on the methodology that
.
produces the images and associated data. !he epistemological mechanism of the method cons1sts primarily of connecting the images to the context of
observation through an identification of the photographic event, and secondarily, of establ ishing a
system of observation based on hypotheses of
sign ificance .
The method acknowledges the context of observation by means of the "photographic event" concept,
while observation itself is based on a sign ificance format that permits the photographer-researcher to observe and photograph freely while maintaining the a
priori hypothesis orientation that the investigative
mode requires. This allows the image producer to be
responsive to the structure of the event he is photographing. Sandall (1972:193) and Asch et al.
(1973 :180), among others, have rightfully placed
highest priority on maintaining the integrity and structure of events in the filmic record . But as Sandall
(1972: 193) notes, observation is not antithetical to
theories and goals.
The significance statement, assigned before photographing , constitutes an apriority and justifies the selection of the event for observation. Den Hollander
(1967:6-8) has argued that observation in a social
science study is concerned with an already-estab- .
lished "conceptual framework" that selectively sensitizes the observer's perception , and that therefore
observation itself is a process of a priori reasoning .
Photography is merely an extension of observation ,
and both require exceptional selectivity based on the
perceived significance of events .
.
.
Finally, this method of photographic observat1o~ requires a very significant change in the role of the Image producer. Of the set of explicit circu~stances
comprising the context of the photographic event, the
photographer's presence is clear!y primary: As the
circumstances of the photographic 1nteract1on are
made explicit, the photographer no longer assum~s
the traditional "omniscient observer" role , but beg1ns
to appear more like a participant than an observer.
The concept of image producer as social interactant
is considered central to the photographic research
method; and the act of photographing is considered
a communication event in which the photographer
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and the informant are mutual participants. The communicating relationship is enhanced further by informant access to the photographs and the feedback
response. MacDougall (1975 : 119) suggests that such
mutual participation in filmmaking represents the
basis for a new "participatory cinema" that bears
witness to the "event of the film ," while Sandall
(1972: 196) warns that "the mutual claims of the identities on either side of the camera must be brought
more nearly into balance if either is in the long run to
survive.''
The photographic research method is designed to
include in the process of research individuals from
both sides of the camera . By doing so, a communication system is established and the photographic
record is critically enhanced. Rouch 's (1975 : 100) concept of "shared anthropology" is particularly appropriate for anthropological film and photography, where
the camera is too often an instrument of acquisition
and division. The value of photography in anthropology is not that it can record "objective reality," but
that it offers a medium of communication between the
researcher and the native participant, and between
their respective communities.
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Examples from the Photographic Record

Figure 2 Two Eldest Daughters of the Nawari Household
Dye Purun Mat Material
Introduction
This is an edited version of the original analysis set consisting of
thirty-six photographs. Nawari and his family were our hosts, and
we lived in this house at the time. In the six weeks since our arrival,
we had become relatively comfortable with Nawari's family and they
with us.
File Data
Analysis set: 056
Date: February 7, 1982
Images: 27:1-36
Point/Boundary sets: two
Operational Significance
Photographs 1-10 (27:1-29). Point: purun dyeing activity in front
of the Nawari ~ouse. Step-by-step process centered on the tins of

dye. Boundaries: area between the house and road directly in front
of the house-front platform.
Photographs 11-12 (27:30-36). Point: rinsing and hanging dyed
purun at the rear of the Nawari house. Boundaries: handling of the
dyed purun bundles.
Written Annotation
Mat weaving is a very important economic activity in the village.
Woven primarily by the women and girls, mats provide a small income that is usually supplemental to a greater income source, such
as duck farming. We know of some women who subsist solely on
mat production, however. Among duck farming households such as
Nawari's, we are interested in sources of supplemental income and
their relationship to the variable economics of duck husbandry.
Immediately after breakfast this morning, I noticed Saudah and
Sonyah in front of the house preparing to dye the reed material (purun) used to weave mats. I thought it a good opportunity to photograph this step in the mat-making process, so I loaded a camera
with film and returned. I began photographing as soon as I reached
the front platform. The response from the girls was much giggling
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and shy laughter, but they did not stop what they were doing. The
show of camera recognition did not concern me ; what was important
was that the activity continued relatively undisturbed . After the first
few minutes they seemed more at ease with my presence, but they
continued talking to Patricia, who was watching from the doorstep,
telling her that my photographing made them feel " like movie stars ."
My impression was that they were engaged in a well-practiced activity that remained essentially unaffected by my presence .
I had not seen this process before, except in passing, so I did not
know what to expect. The girls' activity seemed to center on the tins
of dye. I photographed broadly everything they did. The photography was repetitive, as I realized that approximately the same steps
were being repeated for each bundle of purun. As I photographed ,
two women came by, both neighbors who live just down the road
from us. One walked around the side platform to the rear of the
house, and the other stood on the front platform and watched . The
latter held a young child in her arms while a little boy stood alongside grasping her sarong.
The dyeing process consists of several discernible steps. The undyed purun , a tawny color and somewhat stiff, was bundled and tied
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at one end of the platform , and a husklike shell was shucked from
the thicker untied ends of the reeds. The shucking was done at the
far left side of the house platform , the husks dropping into the
swamp below. The bundle of purun was then placed into one of the
two tins of dye, the untied end first, and pushed into the tin as the
reeds softened. A wooden stick was used to submerge the last bit
of purun in the steaming dye. Sometimes a pot was placed on top,
perhaps to keep the purun submerged. The second tin of dye was
tended as the first "cooked ." As each bundle was removed, it was
placed on the house platform to the right. Intermittently, more wood
was added to the fire and spoonfuls of powdered dye were added to
the tins from an earthenware crock. As the dyed bundles accumulated on the platform , Sonyah began carrying them to the rear of the
house via the side platform , where she hung them from a horizontal
pole beside the walkway leading back to the duck cages. Each bundle was rinsed in the swamp water beside the walkway before being
hung on the pole, presumably to dry.
I stopped photographing when it seemed certain that only repetitive actions were occurring . I waited to make sure that nothing new
was happening before leaving the scene.
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Figure 3 Hilmi Meets His Fertile Egg Supplier in Amuntai
Introduction
. This is an edited version of the original analysis set consisting of
e!g~tee~ photographs. Hilmi is a prominent duckling hatchery speCialist w1th whom I had spoken several times. We had lived in the
area for a total of four months at this time.
File Data
Analysis set: 120
Date: June 10, 1982
Images: 47:19-36
Point/Boundary sets: one
Operational Significance
. P~otograph~ 1-12 (47:19-36). Point: interaction and process as
H1lm1 meets h1s fertile egg supplier at the Amuntai market.
Boundaries: immediate area; transaction procedures.

Written Annotation
I was walking down the street of the duck market in Amuntai
when Hilmi waved me over and invited me to sit down beside him.
Apparently, he had been chatting with two other men when he saw
me. It was almost midday and the duck market had wound down for
the day. I had already met Hilmi and found him to be exceptionally
friendly. I went over and sat down. We chatted for awhile.
Then a man walked up with a cardboard box, and Hilmi said to
me as he got up that this man brought his eggs and so Hilmi had to
"attend to business." I asked if they were fertile eggs for his hatchery, and he answered yes. It seemed I had stumbled upon a transaction between two different industry specialists: a hatchery
operator and a fertile egg producer. I photographed the "connection" between the two. Though I did not ask permission to photograph, I walked over with my camera, obviously ready to
photograph, and Hilmi nodded his approval. As I began photographing, a small crowd formed around the two men and watched.
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Hilmi worked in a tight spot between the front platforms of two
houses. The man who had brought the eggs carried them in cardboard boxes, and Hilmi and an unidentified man counted out the
eggs and transferred them to a bicycle carrier, which was at that
point detached from the bicycle. While photographing , I realized that
I had made two unqualified assumptions about this event: that it
was a transaction , that is, a sale ; and that the fertile egg producer
was present. (He was, I found out at the photo-interview: second
from the right at the top of photo 1.) It was still hard to tell for sure
even halfway through the event. I continued photographing as the
bicycle carrier was loaded and another wooden box was filled with
eggs. Hilmi made entries into a notebook and did some calculations
on a pocket calculator, as the crowd continued to stare at us.
Hilmi and a man in a sarong carried the egg crate to the bicycle
and lashed it in place with rubber cords. Hilmi told me as he did this
that he had built the egg carrier himself, especially for eggs. The
smaller wooden crate was tied on top of the larger one. As Hilmi
pedaled away on his loaded bicycle , I said that I'd call on him when
the photographs were ready.
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Figure 4 Pii Purchases Ducklings at the Alabio Market
Introduction
Thi~ i~ an edited version of a group of thirty-eight photographs
const1tutmg a subset of the analysis set, "To the Market with Pii ."
Pii's was one of the seven randomly selected duck farming households chosen for intensive study, and the analysis set that includes
these photographs is part of the "to the market" series conducted
with each of the sample households.
File Data
Analysis set: 251
Date: October 6, 1982
Images: 134:9-35 and 135:26-36
Point/Boundary sets: four

Operational Significance
Photographs 1-7 (134:9-35). Point: Pii's activities as he looks for
ducklings to purchase at the Alabio duck market. Boundary: tracking
series, Pii.
Photographs 8-9 (135:26-29). Point: Pii and Dubran carry the
farmer's ducklings across the footbridge spanning the river.
Boundary: tracking series, Pii.
Photographs 10-11 (135:30-32). Point: Pii discusses his duckling
purchase with several men. Boundaries: the individuals paying attention to the discussion.
Photograph 12 (135:33-36). Point: a cage of ducklings is removed from the roof of the taxi pickup truck in which Pii is returning
home; Desa Satu. Boundaries: the road and the truck.
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Written Annotation
I accompanied Pii to the Alabio market this morning as part of the
"to the market" series, not knowing that he would be looking for
ducklings this week. After selling his 617 eggs for the week, Pii informed me that he was going over to the duck market to look for
ducklings. This surprised me because I knew that he had just
bought ducklings the week before . Arriving at the duck market at
9:30, Pii looked around a bit and talked with only one other duckling
seller before settling on Dubran, a hatchery operator. The two men
had a long discussion over the duckling cage which resulted by
10:10 in Pii buying 100 four-day-old female ducklings for Rp 500
(U.S. $0.72) each, on personal credit.
Pii explained to me later that the 250 ducklings he purchased last
week were from the same dealer, and that they too were on credit.
He said that Dubran had not been willing to extend him credit for
more than 250 ducklings last week. But th is week, because Pii
made a payment toward the initial credit, Dubran agreed to an additional 100 birds. Pii said that he thought Dub ran agreed to today's
sale because the duckling market was down , as evidenced by the
price reduction from last week's Rp 550 to this week's Rp 500 per
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bird. Pii told me that he has known Dubran for many years, and that
Dubran often sells ducklings to farmers from Pii 's section of the
village.
When the duckling sale was settled , Dubran counted out the birds
and Pii left the cage with the dealer. After a stop at a tea shop, we
walked through the general market where Pii bought rice and vari ous food items. At 11 :50, I followed as Pii and Dubran carried the
duckling cage across the river via the footbridge to the taxi area.
While waiting for an available taxi pickup, Pii discussed his duckling
purchase with several men , one of whom was Nawari, the head of
the household in which Patricia and I live. I left Pii at this point because I had other business to attend to in Alabio before returning to
the village .
Later, I got a ride home on the back of a friend 's motorcycle, and
as we entered Desa Satu we passed a taxi pickup truck in which I
thought I recognized Pii. I walked down to meet the truck and arrived just as a cage full of ducklings was removed from the roof.
These were not Pii's, however, but Mama Mahidi's, who was standing beside the truck. Mama Mahidi is a member of another of our
seven Sample households.
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Figure 5 Nahli Feeds His Four-Month-Old Ducklings, Desa
Satu
Introduction
This is an edited version of a group of fifty-eight photographs constituting a subset of the analysis set, " Feeding Ducks, A.M., Nahli
Household. " Nahli's was one of seven randomly selected duck farming households chosen for intensive study, and the analysis set that
includes these photographs is part of the "feeding ducks" series
conducted with each of the Sample households.
File Data
Analysis set: 275
Date: October 19, 1982
Images: 153:4-36 and 154:1-25
Point/Boundary sets: four

Operational Significance
.
Photograph 1(153:4-5). Point: Nahli returns from the swamp w1th
collected ganggung. Boundaries: the two duck cages and the elevated walkway.
Photographs 2-3 (153: 6-26). Point: Na~li prepares duc~ling feed
on the rear platform of his house. Boundanes: the house, nght; the
duck cage, left.
Photographs 4-6 (153:27-36 and 154:1-3). Point: Nahli prepares
duckling feed on the front platform of his house. Boundaries: the
platform and the front wall of the house.
Photographs 7-12 (154:4-25). Point: Nahli distributes feed
among his ducklings penned below and in front of the house.
Boundaries: Nahli's house, the two adjacent houses, the road, and
the bridge in front of all three buildings.
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Written Annotation
I arrived unannounced at Nahli 's house at 6:40 A.M. to photograph
the feeding of the family's ducks. Between 6:40 and 7:00 I photographed as Nahli 's sister-in-law prepared the feed mixture and fed
the egg-laying ducks, which are housed in a cage behind the house.
Just as I arrived, Nahli left to collect ganggung (a variety of swamp
plant) from the swamp. The layer ducks were fed by 7:00 when
Nahli returned with his backpack basket filled with ganggung. I photographed as he chopped the ganggung for the ducklings' feed .
Nahli used a long knife and chopped on a curved wooden trough
located on the rear platform between the house and the layer duck
cage. Meanwhile I noticed that Nahli's wife was preparing coffee
and breakfast pastry.
Nahli and I sat on the mat-covered floor of the dapur (where the
cooking is done), had breakfast, and talked. Although my initial
impression was that the coffee and pastry had been prepared because I was there, Nahli told me, as if reading my thoughts, that he
always has breakfast after collecting the ganggung in the morning.
He added that he prefers coffee in the morning rather than tea, the
more popular drink.
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Soon it was back to feeding the ducklings. Nahli carried the two
large plastic tubs of chopped ganggung through the house to the
front platform , where he mixed it with dedak (ground rice bran) from
a storage box. Then he added small measured amounts of konsentrat and Vita-Mineral , processed vitamin and mineral supplements,
to each tub. After mixing the ingredients of each tub with his hands,
he collected the feed bowls from the penned area in front of the
house. By this time, the ducklings knew they were going to be fed
and had come out from under the house and were milling about expectantly. Nahli distributed the feed among nine bowls on the front
platform and finally placed the bowls on the ground in the duckling
pen. He told me that the bowls should be spaced evenly so that
each duckling consumes about the same amount of feed. I photographed from an adjacent walkway and then from the road , completing the series with wide views of the nearby environment: the
two adjacent houses and the stream that runs in front of the duckling pen. When all the feed was consumed , the whole flock of ducklings, as if on cue , returned to the part of their pen that is below the
house. The time was 8:45.
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Figure 6 Tarsji , Desa Satu Egg Trader
Introduction
This set of photographs was assembled to illustrate connective
context. Events are selected for coverage based on their connections with other specific and previously photographed events. These
photographs, selected from a total of 21 0 frames, are related in two
significant ways: all concern the same egg trader and the various
activities of his profession; as a set, they represent the extended
contacts made through this individual with other components of the
industry. Tarsji was a young egg trader from our village of Desa
Satu whom I met one day at the Alabio market.
File Data
Photos 1-3: analysis set 053 (40 images), February 3, 1982
Photo 4-6: analysis set 146 (87 images), June 23, 1982
Photo 7: analysis set 229 (7 images), September 15, 1982
Photos 8-11: analysis set 190 (65 images), August 12, 1982
Photo 12: analysis set 191 (4 images), August 12, 1982
Photo 13: analysis set 100 (5 images), March 9, 1982
Photo 14: analysis set 202 (2 images), August 28 , 1982
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About the Photographs
Photographs .1-3. !his was the first day I began observing and
photographmg mtens1vely at the Alabio market. I stood at what I
guessed to be the egg market and watched the jumble of activity
before me. I photographed several broad overviews of the area (3)
before settling on "people handling eggs" as suitable subject matter.
I had not yet met Tarsji when I photographed him (2) and his wife
and assistant (1) packing egg crates. Later, he asked if he could
have one of the photographs, and this is how we met.
Phot?gra~h? . 4-6. I had arranged with Tarsji to photographically
track h1s act1v1t1es throughout the market day at Alabio, from 8:00
A:M. to 12:00.P:M. During these four hours I attempted to photograph
h1s every act1v1ty and those of his wife and assistants. I kept track of
their trading area (4) as they purchased eggs from farmers , photographed Tarsji as he walked about discussing egg prices and other
market variables with fellow egg traders, and later photographed as
the egg crates were loaded onto a riverboat for shipment to
Banjarmasin (5) . At the end of the market day Tarsji decided to
pose with his eggs on the riverboat, the egg crates in the hold below floor level (6).
continued
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Notes
By "culturally conventional patterns " I mean the assumption that
photographs possess certain inherent qualities that make them objective records , documentary fact , artistic expre~sion , and so on . I
have in my experience moved through several different ways of
thinking about photography, originally as a hobby, then as docu- .
mentary art and archaeological record , and finally as ethnographic
communication.
2 Fieldwork was conducted during a fourteen-month period from
December 1981 to January 1983, ten months of which were spent at
the research site . For a complete report on th is research , see
Vandal (1984).

continued from page 51
Photograph 7. I was photographing at the Alabio market with another participant when I noticed Tarsji's wife at their usual egg trading spot, apparently doing the bookkeeping . I watched and
photographed as she did the calculations on a pocket calculator and
made notations in a notebook. In the record book were recorded
egg purchases and prices paid in Alabio and other markets, as well
as the volume sold and price received for eggs at the Banjarmasin
resale market on Thursdays and Fridays.
Photographs 8-12. Having made contact with the riverboat owners during Tarsji's earlier egg shipment, I arranged to accompany
his eggs one week on the twenty-four-hour riverboat trip downriver
to Banjarmasin. This particular riverboat carried both cargo and passengers (8, 9). Most of the egg crates were stored below the floorboards in the hold, but some were stacked in the main passenger
area (8, 10). When we arrived at "Lima" market in Banjarmasin, I
photographed as the egg crates were unloaded and carried to the
egg market nearby (11 ). I photographed Tarsji and his helpers at
their selling stall {12). Most of the eggs sold here were sold in small
quantities, at a markup over the Alabio price, to individuals for home
or restaurant consumption.
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Seeking ABetter Life:
Jewish Poultry Farmers in New Jersey
Photographs by Rita Nannini
Text by Stephanie Fins
The plight of the American farmer is a subject that
has captured the imagination of generations of photographers. Whether documenting conditions of farm
life during the period of agricultural expansion in the
1880s, portraying the human tragedy and ecological
devastation of the Dust Bowl in the 1930s, or presenting images of contemporary agribusiness, photographers have recognized the importance of preserving
a visual record of the changing character of American
farm life.
The collaborative photo essay that Rita Nannini and
I began in 1979 attempts to capture a recent period
in the history of American agriculture-the decline of
the small family poultry farm. The photo essay grew
from an initial exploration of the experience of one
farm family in New Jersey to include limited anthropological interviewing and extensive photography of
more than twenty-six families living in several New
Jersey counties. The project progressed over a fiveyear period , although most of the work was completed between 1979 and 1982. By 1984 more than
five thousand photographs had been taken, and the
final editing for exhibition began .
Rita Nannini, a graduate of Georgetown University, received her photographic training at the Corcoran
School of Art, the New School for Social Research,
the International Center of Photography, and the
Harold Feinstein Workshop . She has been a freelance photographer in New York City since 1977 and
has taught photography at the New York Botanical
Gardens . She has exhibited at several locations
including the Brooklyn Botanical Gardens, the Hophogan Gallery, and the Nahum Goldman Museum of the
Jewish Diaspora in Tel Aviv, Israel.
Stephanie Fins, a graduate of Barnard College, received an M.Phil. degree in anthropology from
Columbia University, where she is currently a Ph.D.
candidate . She was trained in photography at the
International Center of Photography and the Harold
Feinstein Workshop . Fins now teaches at the Cooper
Union for the Advancement of Science and Art and
the School of Continuing Education at New York
University, and is the Dalton Lecturer at the American
Museum of Natural History.
The project was funded in 1980 by a National Endowment for the
Humanities Youth Grant. The exhibition at the New Jersey State
Museum and the traveling exhibition have been funded by a grant
from the Geraldine R. Dodge Foundation .

Our collaboration was influenced by several trends
in documentary photography. First, the project recalls
the work of the Farm Security Administration photographers, which presented the rural experience of the
Depression to a wide audience. Our project was not
designed , however, to shape public opinion in support of government policy. Rather, this photo essay
serves as an intimate and informal portrait of a littleknown and vanishing tradition in American agriculture. Second , the project reflects the photographer's
desire to benefit from an exchange of ideas about the
photographic process. By incorporating an anthropological perspective, the scope of the project was expanded and the photographic exploration significantly
enriched. The collaborative efforts of Dorothea Lange
and Paul Taylor, Alex Harris and Robert Coles, and
Gregory Bateson and Margaret Mead provided insight into the nature of such collaborative efforts and
provided inspiration (Taylor and Lange 1939 [1969];
Coles and Harris 1978; Bateson and Mead 1942).
Third, the project enabled the photographer to explore a subject in depth over a long period of time.
Having spent several years taking photographs of
distant locations, Nannini was curious to turn her
camera to a subject closer to the New Jersey community she had known as a child . She wanted to capture the small-family-farm experience and provide a
record of the few remaining farms .
As American agriculture has shifted to mechanized
corporate operations, small-scale poultry farmers who
have continued to remain in business seem almost
an oddity in the contemporary agricultural scene .
Competition from egg conglomerates, increased production and marketing costs , the spread of suburbanization, and the rising value of farmland for
development have made survival increasingly difficult
for small poultry farmers in the 1980s, and such farms
are quickly becoming economically obsolete.
The poultry farmers who are the focus of this photo
essay represent a little-known phenomenon in the history of American agriculture-the Jewish poultry
farmer. Jewish farmers constitute a minority within a
minority, for Jewish participation in agriculture during
the postwar period has been limited . While 17 percent of the total population participated in the agricultural sphere in 1945-1946, for example, less than 2
percent of the Jewish population engaged in agricultural pursuits (Simpson and Yinger 1953:384). Poultry
farming was one of the most important branches of
farming that Jewish farmers pursued. New Jersey became an important center of Jewish agriculture, and
the state has long been recognized as "the cradle
and crown of the Jewish farm movement in the United
States" (Levine and Miller 1966:59).

Seeking a Better Life: Jewish Poultry Farmers in New Jersey

Each of the farmers had his own reason for becoming a poultryman. Many saw poultry farming as an attractive alternative to factory work. Some grew up in
urban environments and sought a better life in the
tranquility they believed the rural environment would
provide. Some were refugees from Hitler's persecution who arrived in the United States in the late 1930s,
while others were Holocaust survivors who arrived as
displaced persons after World War II. Some of the refugees chose farming because they spoke little or
no English. For people faced with mid-life career
changes the possibility of relatively high returns on
limited initial investments and minimal training made
poultry farming particularly attractive.
Often the men were encouraged to become poultry
farmers by Jewish philanthropic organizations such
as the Jewish Agricultural Society, which provided
necessary training and offered loans. The society was
formed in 1900 by the Baron de Hirsch Fund , which
had been established a decade earlier, in 1891, by
Maurice de Hirsch of Germany, to resettle oppressed
Jews. The fund began aiding the already established
Jewish farm colonies in southern New Jersey. The intention of the Jewish Agricultural Society was to help
resettle Jews on farms, thereby intensifying and expanding the agricultural part of the fund 's activities.
The society did not foster colonization experiments
but, rather, aimed at encouraging individuals to settle
on their own farms.
At the height of the industry, in the late 1950s, there
were an estimated three thousand Jewish farmers in
New Jersey producing three-quarters of the state's total gross annual income from poultry ·(Shapiro
1977:304). The farms were located primarily in
Vineland, Toms River, Lakewood, Farmingdale,
Flemington, and the Perrineville-Freehold area. The
Jewish farmers also organized egg marketing cooperatives, feed cooperatives, and hatcheries that served
both Jewish and non-Jewish farmers.
We have attempted to document the aspects of
farm life needed for a visual and verbal understanding of the small-scale poultry farm. The annual cycle
of egg production requires almost constant
supervision by the farmer. The chickens must be
watched for signs of diseases that can quickly spread
through a flock; they must be vaccinated, and provided with food and water and good ventilation. The
eggs must be collected several times a day by the
farmer and his family. After the eggs are collected,
they must be taken to the egg room to be processed.
The eggs are washed, either manually or automatically, candled to check for abnormalities, sorted by
size, and packed for retail or wholesale distribution. In
addition to care of the chickens, other tasks associated with poultry farming include routine maintenance
work and the disposal of chicken manure. Automation
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has improved some aspects of poultry farming, enabling some of the farmers to increase the size of the
flocks from 5,000 to as large as 50,000 chickens.
While the majority of the farmers have operated their
farms with family labor, a few have employed farmhands . Vacations from the farm are made difficult by
the problem of finding adequate temporary labor replacement on family-staffed farms .
The majority of the farms we visited were family
operations with fewer than 50,000 chickens. Several
of the farmers were able to make a successful transition to large-scale mechanized production, with up to
500,000 chickens raised at several farm locations.
Poultry houses, the successors of chicken coops,
hold as many as 90,000 chickens in tiered cages that
are temperature- and light-controlled to stimulate production. The eggs roll out of the cages and are transported by conveyor belt to a large egg room. Manure
drops through the cages and collects below the floor,
where it may be stored at the lower level for the production cycle of the flock. The disposal of chicken
manure on a large-scale farm can be a serious problem. Surburbanization and the proximity of residential
areas may result in complaints about the odor if management is not careful. The independently owned
large-scale farms we visited are different from the
corporate farms of the south and midwest, which may
have several million chickens. The family-run farms
have been faced with tough competition from the vast
corporate conglomerates.
In the last three decades, since the New Jersey
poultry industry reached its peak, Jewish farmers
have been witnessing the steady decline of their
farms; now only a few active farms remain. The farmers have been caught in the squeeze between rising
prices of feed and replacement equipment, and stable egg prices. The difficulties of raising funds to
mechanize and increase the scale and efficiency of
their operations have contrib:uted to their decline.
Many of the farmers are trying to run their farms with
equipment that has not been significantly upgraded
for more than two decades. Further, stiff competition
from the egg conglomerates has cut significantly into
business. The uncertainties characteristic of presentday poultry farming have led many farmers to retire
early. Some of the farmers have been forced off their
farms by foreclosure, some have retired early, some
have sold their equipment and now engage in other
wage-earning activities on their land, while a smaller
number have worked to hold onto their farms until
they reach retirement age.
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The decline of Jewish involvement in the poultry industry has been rapid. By 1966 the number of Jewish
farmers in New Jersey had dropped from 3,000 to approximately 1,000. In the three-county area inhabited
by 700 farmers during the industry's peak, there were
only 200 farmers left in 1966 (Levine and Miller 1966).
From 1975 to 1980, while feed costs soared, the price
of a dozen eggs went from 58 cents to 63 cents and
then dropped back to 58 cents . The total production
for the state of New Jersey dropped by more than 50
percent during the same five-year period. The gross
income from egg production dropped by 25 percent
between 1979 and 1980. By 1979, when our project
began, many more farmers had been forced out of
business and they continued to leave farming
throughout the five-year period. Yet a few farmers
continued to try to maintain their farms. As one active
farmer told us :
You want to know what it's like? It's terrible . I work and
work and work, and for nothing. With the price of grain ,
I'm losing money. I'm working for nothing now.

The decline of the small family farms that has characterized the last thirty years in American agriculture
has radically changed the character of American
rural life. The small family farm has held a place in
American life for its contribution to " a pattern of egalitarianism and personal independence" that helps
maintain democratic institutions, according to anthropologist Walter Goldschmidt (Kline 1981 :136). The
rapid disappearance of small farms, as a spokesman
for the U.S. Department of Agriculture has noted, " implies a disenfranchisement, a separation of the majority of the people from the land" (ibid .).
The agrarian dream did not come true for many of
these farmers, yet their persistence and their determination in the face of adversity kept them going during
lean years. While some of the farmers were very successful or managed to recoup their losses through
the sale of their land, others found their rewards primarily in their closeness to the land. As one retired
farmer expressed it:
Nature always opens up a door for you. If you love nature, nature has a way of compensating you . If you see a
baby chick one day old and you see how it begins to run
and how it begins to play, it gives you a lot of pleasure .
Farming isn 't bad because ... human beings are closer
to nature than to industry or to anything else.

After a thirty-year commitment to farming , many of the
farmers have only their memory of better times in the
poultry industry.
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Figure 1 Morris Metterman. Howell , 1979.
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Figure 2 Harry Golubchick, a retired farmer, sitting on a pumpkin grown on his farm. Summer
1980. If you love nature, nature has a way of compensating you. If you see a baby chick oneday old and you see how it begins to grow fatter and how it begins to run and begins to play,
it gives you a lot of pleasure (Golubchick).

Seeking a Better Life: Jewish Poultry Farmers in New Jersey

Figure 3 Morris and Maika Metterman. Howell, summer 1979.
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Figure 4 Chickens. Howell, 1979.
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Figure 5 Aron Ginzberg. Toms River, summer 1980. You want to know what it's like? It's
terrible. I work and work and work and for nothing. With the price of grain, I'm losing money.
I'm working for nothing now (Ginzberg) .

Figure 6 Sam Epstein collecting eggs. Toms River, August
1980.

....
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Figure 8 Morris Metterman washing eggs. Howell, summer 1979 .

..... Figure 7 Frank Budelman. Lakewood , February 1984. Frank
Budelman now raises different-colored chickens that lay
colored eggs.

Seeking a Better Life: Jewish Poultry Farmers in New Jersey

Figure 9 Sam Epstein weighs an egg. Toms River, August 1980.
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Figure 10 Dave and Florence Green selling eggs.
Farmingdale, February 1982.

Seeking a Better Life: Jewish Poultry Farmers in New Jersey

Figure 11 Abraham and Martha Crystal holding all that's left of their chickens. Norma, November
1980. The Crystals were one of the first Jewish farm families to specialize in egg production in
the 1920s. They retired from farming in 1960. They are holding a photograph of two hens, all
that remains of the 18,000 chickens they owned.
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Figure 12

Harry Golubchick singing opera at home. Toms River, summer 1980.
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Figure 13 Jules Lacher with a photograph of himself taken in Europe before World War II. Toms
River, February 1982.

Figure 14 Maika and Morris Metterman and family. Howell, July 4, 1979. But to tell you the
truth, not to cry, we made a living. We put two kids through college, bought our home, worked
hard... . Besides, what I had in Europe, thank God for America (Maika Metterman).
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Figure 15 Morris Metterman. Howell, spring 1979.

Figure 16 Sam Epstein puts on his boots before work. Toms
River, August 1980. If I would have to start all over again, I
wouldn't do it again. No matter how much money you make
you live only one life . ... The best time of your life you give
away to the farm (Epstein).
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Figure 17 Robin Kerns puts day-old chicks into cages.
Garden State Egg Company, Woodstown , April 1984. The
chicks were transported from hatchery to farm in school
buses.

Figure 18

Inside caged chicken house. Garden State Egg Company, Woodstown , April 1984.
There are no more practicing farms like we had years ago. They're all out of business. You
can 't possibly make it that way. You 've got to be in this type of production and you have to
have the automation . . . it's a necessary evil (Walter Rosenstock).
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Figure 19 Abandoned Coop. Howell, summer 1979.

Seeking a Better Life: Jewish Poultry Farmers in New Jersey

Historical Photographs

Figure 20 Women feeding chickens on the range. Early
twentieth century. Photo courtesy of American Jewish
Historical Society, Waltham, Mass.
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Figure 21 World 's largest frying pan . Vineland Poultry and Egg Festival , summer 1957. Photo
courtesy of the Poultry Times.
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Figure 22

Paul
Schneiderman collecting
eggs . Fiemington , 1950s.
Photo courtesy of the
Schneiderman family.

Figure 23

Paul
Schneiderman burns his
coop. Flemington,
December1964. Pho~
courtesy of the
Schneiderman family.

Reviews and Discussion

Christopher M. Lyman. The Vanishing Race and
Other Illusions: Photographs of Indians by Edward
S. Curtis. New York: Pantheon (in association with
the Smithsonian Institution Press), 1982. 159 pp.,
129 black-and-white ills. $14.95 (paper).

Reviewed by Joanna Cohan Scherer
Smithsonian Institution
This book was published in association with a traveling exhibition of photographs entitled "The Vanishing
Race and Other Illusions: A New Look at the Work of
Edward Curtis," circulated under the sponsorship of
the Smithsonian Institution from March 1982 through
April 1984. Edward Curtis was an early-twentiethcentury photographer, author, and ethnographer of
American Indians. His magnum opus, The North
American Indian (1907-1930), comprised twenty volumes of text, profusely illustrated with his own photographs in addition to twenty oversized photographic
portfolios.
Lyman's main thesis is that Curtis failed to accomplish his stated goal, to create a photographic record
of Indian images as ethnographically accurate documents. Curtis, in the name of "science," went about to
create " 'a comprehensive and permanent record of
all the important tribes ... that still retain to a considerable degree their primitive customs and traditions' "
(p. 51). To accomplish this, Curtis planned to photograph Indians "directly from Nature," that is , to photograph them where they lived and not in a studio
setting. This was to be a photographic preservation of
Indian life (re-creating a visual image before contact
with non-Indians), vital because Curtis presumed
Indians to be a Vanishing Race. Rather than producing accurate ethnographic documents, Lyman
contends that Curtis depicted his subjects in racial
stereotypes, colored by racial prejudices and the ethnocentrism of his time . According to Lyman, these
photographs were "artistic renditions of popular imagery" (p. 55). He presents examples in which Curtis
seems to have dressed up the Indians (possibly with
props, but this is conjecture, for the subjects may
also have willingly borrowed items from one another
for the picture), posed them, reconstructed scenes,
and manipulated the images after they were taken:
cropping the image, darkening areas of the print, and
removing evidences of Euro-American artifacts (Figures I and 2). Because of these manipulations Lyman
argues that Curtis never was an ethnographic documentarist, as he wished, but instead was a romantic
pictorialist photographer, emphasizing drama and romance rather than ethnographic "truth."

Lyman's main thesis, however, is not well substantiated. I believe Curtis did faithfully carry out his
stated purpose of creating a photographic record of
Indians as ethnographically accurate documents. He
carried it out, however, in the framework of what was
then generally accepted as ethnographic documentation. Curtis wrote to Charles D. Walcott, secretary of
the Smithsonian, on December 7, 1908:
1 have succeeded in what I attempted to do as to the nature of the work; that is-to retain in both pictures and
text the spirit, atmosphere and mystery of the primitive
life , and yet make the work answer the requirements of
the ethnologist and archaeologist . My feeling has been
from the beginning that the bare skeleton of the subject
would not give to the people as a whole , the satisfying
view of the Indian; neither do I want to make the life seem
so beautiful that it will be misleading in that respect.

The idea of removing all non-Indian elements from
Curtis visuals to produce ethnographic documents
was not only Curtis's idea (Holm and Quimby 1980:
32-33) but was supported by the men of learning
with whom Curtis was in active communication. In discussing the possibility of developing a series of documentary motion pictures Curtis wished to produce in
conjunction with his still-picture project, Curtis wrote
to Walcott on May 2, 1912:
As 1 see it, it is most important that great effort be made
to have all costumes absolutely correct. To do this requires a great deal of preliminary work where a picture is
to be made , and at times a heavy expense. Some of
those in consultation have felt that it would be better to
do more work and use such costumes as occur, rather
than to be so exact in costuming and consequently cover
less ground. It would seem to be much better to do a few
things particularly well than to cover a lot of territory in an
indifferent fashion, and I believe you will quite agree with
me in this. A word from you on this point would
strengthen my argument very much .

Walcott responded on May 4, 1912:
I am particularly interested in your plan , as the Bureau of
American Ethnology of this Institution has felt the need of
initiating a work of this kind while valuable results are still
obtainable, but lack of the necessary means has prevented definite steps toward the development of the
project. Your plan to make a permanent motion-picture
record of the existing primitive life of our Indians while the
opportunity still lasts , and to restore scientifically, so far
as may be practicable, that part of their life that has
passed, is so important to education that I am very much
pleased to know that there is a prospect of this work
being done. It is almost needless for me to say that unless the pictures are made in a scientific manner-that
is unless a// intrusive elements are eliminated so far as
p;acticable and the illustrations made to show the Indians
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Figures 1, 2 Yellow
Kidney and Little Plume
(Fig. 1, on right) inside a
Blackfoot tipi. Titled by
Curtis "The Piegan
Lodge." In Figure 2, the
retouched gravure shows
the removal of a small
square case, possibly a
clock or a case with a
peace medal. Photograph
by Edward S. Curtis,
1909. Copyright 1910.
Retouched gravure from
Curtis original publication,
Dibner Library,
Smithsonian Institution.
S.l. neg. 75-11978.
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and their activities as they were before white men came
among them-the plan would scarcely be worth the time
and expense . I am therefore gratified to know that you
fully appreciate this need , and trust that your plans may
bear fruit . (emphasis supplied)

When the term "ethnographic present" is applied to
a verbal approach to the Indian past, it lacks the
negative connotation that "reconstruction" has when it
is applied to photographic documentation. Curtis's
deep involvement in reconstruction to create an ethnographic present was then accepted practice
among anthropologists . It is pointless for us in the
1980s to impose on Curtis's work our concept of "the
ideal of cooperation between photographer and subject which we think of in contemporary documentary
photography" (p. 137). For Curtis, reconstruction of
the cultures of the North American Indians was fully
within the accepted practices of his time. That there
is obviously some truth to Lyman 's specific contentions is acknowledged, but such minor tampering with
the photographic images hardly offsets the magnitude
of Curtis's ethnographic accomplishments .
Another of Lyman's hypotheses is that Curtis 's work
and his views of Indians , racism , and the importance
of the ethnographic present underwent a change during the 1920s. Lyman believes that Curtis came to accept more that " 'the Indian' whom he had tried to
present did not exist" (p. 138). According to Lyman ,
Curtis grew to accept the influence of white culture on
Indians and minimized his attempts to manipulate the
images. I think this hypothesis is pure fantasy. There
are too many demonstrable contradictions . Curtis '
picture entitled " Hopi Farmers, Yesterday and
Today ," taken before 1906, challenges this hypothesis. In referring to Volume 20 and Curtis 's work
among the Alaskan Eskimo, Lyman says, " ... but
many of his photographs of houses, water craft, and
other material possessions from Alaska are unpretentious documents .... these photographs allow the
subjects a decent chance to express themselves as
they chose " (p. 137). For his hypothesis to hold up
one should find the Eskimo in Volume 20 dressed as
Curtis found them on those summer days in 1927
when he photographed them . But this is not the case .
Henry B. Collins, now archaeologist emeritus at the
Smithsonian , was on Nunivak Island in the summer of
1927 (Collins 1928: 149-156) when Edward Curtis visited the island to take photographs for his last volume
on Alaskan Eskimo. According to Collins, Curtis was
in Nash Harbor on Nunivak Island from July 20 to July
22, 1927. Leaving Nash Harbor, Collins and an associate, T. Dale Stewart (now physical anthropologist
emeritus at the Smithsonian), caught a ride with
Curtis's party and traveled with them to a summer
camp of Paul Ivanoff, a native trader. On July 26,
weather permitted them to continue on to Cape Etolin,
where Ivanoff's permanent village was located. Curtis

Figure 3 Eskimo women, Nash Harbor, Nunivak Island,
wearing gutskin parkas. Titled by Curtis "Waterproof parkas,
Nunivak." These may have been some of the St. Lawrence
Island garments Curtis had with him, according to Henry
Collins. It should be noted, however, that Nunivak Islanders
did make and wear waterproof gutskin clothing of their own
(Lantis 1984:216). There is also no direct evidence that
Curtis ever visited St. Lawrence Island (Curtis 1'930). Thus,
whether these items were introduced props is, I feel, not
conclusive. However, even if not props, it is obvious from
the picture context that the Nunivak women whom Curtis
photographed that July 1927 were dressed in costuming not
used during that time of year or for the activity pictured.
Photograph by Edward S. Curtis, 1927. Copyright 1928.
Gravure from Curtis original publication, Dibner Library,
Smithsonian Institution. S.l. neg. 82-4762.
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Figure 4 Boys from Nash Harbor, Nunivak Island, in winter
parkas and wearing fancy hat/caps used for special
occasions. Smaller boy is identified as Jackie by Henry
Collins (personal communication, 1984). Titled by Curtis
"Duck-skin parkas, Nunivak." In his introduction to volume
20 Curtis states: "the descriptive text and the illustrations in
this volume depict only the summer life of the Eskimo ... "
(Curtis 1930:xvi). Clearly, the individuals are dressed in their
winter clothes. Photograph by Edward S. Curtis, 1927.
Copyright 1928. Gravure from Curtis original publication,
Dibner Library, Smithsonian Institution. S.l. neg. 82-4759.
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Figure 5 Woman from Nash Harbor, Nunivak Island, in
winter parka, hanging herring to dry. Titled by Curtis
"Herring racks, Nunivak." Photograph by Edward S. Curtis,
1927. Copyright, 1928. Gravure from Curtis original
publication, Dibner Library, Smithsonian Institution. S.l. neg.
82-4761 .
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Figure 6 Four women from Nash Harbor, Nunivak Island,
wearing their customary cloth summer dresses. Photograph
by Henry B. Collins, summer 1927. Smithsonian National
Anthropological Archives, Collins collection.

had been at Cape Etolin previously, working on
Eskimo mythology (Collins 1927:26), and in his diary
entry for July 26 Collins notes , "Was rather afraid that
the Curtis party had been here long enough to crimp
our activities, buying up ethnological material and
paying 50¢ tin of talcum powder, according to sex"
(ibid .: 30). Curtis left Cape Etolin soon after for St.
Michael. One of the last entries in the Collins diary
regarding Curtis , dated August 28, states:
Mr. Ivanoff said that no word had been received at St.
Michael of the Curtis boat, which should have reached
there long ago. We are afraid they are lost. They stayed
at Hooper Bay two days , leaving there the 28 or 29 of
July. The day following their departure there was a rather
bad blow but Mr. Ivanoff thought it was hardly strong
enough to wreck them. If anything is wrong , it is more
likely that they are stranded on the mud flats around the
mouth of the Yukon. Glad we gave them some of our
supplies . [ibid.:47]

Curtis (and party) were scheduled to go from St .
Michael to Nome and then back to the states. Thus ,
Curtis was actively taking photographs in Alaska only
for several weeks .
On the field trip to Alaska, Edward Curtis was accompanied by his daughter, Beth Curtis , and assistant, Stewart C. Eastwood. Curtis personally took
all the pictures (Figures 3, 4, and 5). When Collins
asked his advice on light-setting for his own camera
work, Curtis told Collins that he never paid any attention to the settings. Collins thought the photographer
might be trying to hide some trade secret, but this attitude is consistent with a speech given by Curtis in
which he commented that, when asked , he could not
even remember what type of camera or lens he used
(Gidley 1978:349). According to Collins (personal communication, 1982), Curtis told the Nunivak Islanders
where and how to pose . He also asked them to dress
in St. Lawrence Island gutskin waterproof garments
which Collins said Curtis had brought with him . The
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Nunivak Island Eskimo also posed in their winter parkas, not worn in summer (Figure 6) , and hats or caps
for men and boys, which were not worn everyday
(see Figure 4) . So much for Curtis's so-called enlightenment during his last field trip.
A great weakness of Lyman 's work is his over-analyzing of individual photographs and his attempt to
read Curtis 's motives into the image. An example of
this is his analysis of an Apache picture , titled by
Curtis "Typical Apache ." According to Lyman , "th e
cropping makes this image seem menacing and creates an allusion to stereotypes of the Apache as
bloodthirsty" (pp. 66-67). I see no bloodthirsty hostile
Indian in either the cropped or uncropped version
(Figures 7 and 8) . The cropped photograph results
from exercising practical good sense on a full-length
portrait of an old man standing in front of a clothdraped background .
Curtis did not think of himself as an artist and
denied any reference to his work as Art (Haynes
1979:5). Calling photography "art-science," Curtis refused to be limited by either definition (p. 17), Lyman ,
however, prefers to see Curtis in the role of an art
photographer and accepts his contribution to the field
of art photography as considerable . I find it strange
that that which Curtis denied (that his work was art) is
that in which Lyman feels his work excels, and that
which Curtis professed to do (create a body of ethnological documents) is that which Lyman denies it
was possible for him to achieve because of his ethnocentrism and racial prejudices . Lyman , without verbal
corroboration (to my knowledge) , tries to read into
Curtis "racist" preconceptions (e.g. , the Apache
man interpretation). It seems to me that this book
presents not Curtis's illusions, but Lyman's .
It is important to mention that the photoreproductions in this publication are of marginal quality and do
not do justice to Curtis's work. Such poor reproductions are inexcusable. Those of us who deal with visuals must make publishers aware that the extra cost of
producing good visuals for a book is a necessity, not
a luxury.
Most anthropologists already know of Curtis 's penchant, and that of other early photographers, for manipulating their subjects and prints (e.g ., Scherer
1975). For the nonspecialist, this book may be an
eye-opener, especially if the reader is unaware of the
techniques of early photographers. The publication
will provide no surprises, however, to those who
have been doing serious critical research on native
American photographs. For those ultimately interested
in Curtis as an art photographer, the book will seem
to be nothing but intellectual nitpicking .
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Richard Shiff. Cezanne and the End of
Impressionism: A Study of the Theory, Technique,
and Critical Evaluation of Modern Art. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1984. 264 pp. $29.95.

Reviewed by Margaret Olin
School of the Art Institute of Chicago
"One can point to the moon with one 's finger," some ,
probably well-invented , Zen Master is supposed to have
said , " but to take one 's finger for the moon is to be a
fool. " [Geertz 1975:92]
A master of a technique of originality could indeed represent a " leap" never taken . [p . 228]

In a culture that mistakes actors for the heroes they
portray, it is perhaps not surprising that artists are
confused with the myths they explore in their paintings . This is especially true because, like the "stars ,"
the artists themselves operate in society, under the
power of the myths they represent. Shiff has written
an engrossing and important book about one of the
most powerful artistic myths of the modern era, that of
the painter Paul Cezanne . This exploration results in a
fundamentally new image of Cezanne and a contribution to a historical understanding of the language of
art. Most significant, however, it investigates some of
the ways in which the myth of artistic creation informs
artistic production and critical interpretation .
The Cezanne myth , in its most familiar form , places
the artist at the critical transition between nineteenthand twentieth-century art. Most frequently he is perceived as the most important representative of postimpressionism , a movement said to have sprung , in
the 1880s, from a crisis in impressionism . Having
abandoned the anarchy of impressionist painting,
which sought to transcribe passively its impressions
of nature , he forged ahead on his own to seek " structure ." Evidence of Cezanne 's intentions comes from
letters and recorded remarks to the effect that he
wished to "make of Impressionism something durable , like the art of museums, " that he wished to "redo
Poussin from nature ," and " become classical again
by way of nature ."
In spite of Cezanne 's " classical" intentions, and
his contributions to modern art (or perhaps because
of them), he is often considered to have, in effect,
backed into his innovations , to have found them unintentionally, while looking for something else , leaving
to others (the cubists) the recognition and conscious
development of his art in the direction of modernism.
His dissatisfaction with his own failure to " realize "
coupled with his persistence in isolation has led to

the image of a fighter who lived a " heroic artist's life"
(Greenberg 1951 :58) .
The present book rejects all of these assumptions.
It offers instead an account of Cezanne as the impressionist he remained in his own eyes . Insofar as
he possessed a theory , it was impressionist . His practice , too, fits readily into an impressionist framework.
But the work that resulted was also interpreted in another way, more in accordance with symbolist aims.
The symbolists claimed Cezanne as their reluctant
father figure and set into motion the Cezanne myth ,
which then acquired its own momentum. Shiff does
not urge unqualified acceptance of either the impressionist or symbolist view of Cezanne . The content of
the myth and its historical fate are not the subject of
the book; rather, the subject is the basis on which
such interpretations rest.
The argument is too complex to summarize without distortion. It begins , however, straightforwardly
enough by setting impressionism and symbolism into
the context of their related responses to the same
critical issues . Sh iff is not the first to dispute the interpretation of impressionism as a naturalistic trans~rip
tion of such elements of vision as the effects of light.
Several scholars have recently argued that impressionists selected their subjects , deliberately omitted
parts of them , and altered them according to their
desires (Tucker 1982; Belloli 1984). Shiff attacks on
another level. He denies that transcription of the external , or even the reproduction of a visible impression , was ever the end of impressionism . Making use
of nineteenth-century psychology, he argues that
impressionism was directed toward an epistemological problem: impressionist art was thought faithful
to externals because only through the personal , subjective impression could one know externality, or .
"nature ." In theory, the impression preceded the distinction between the external object and the internal
subject, thus bridging the gap between subjective
emotion and objectively observed reality. Its representation was thus presumed to unify subject and
object in a primordial experience reminiscent of
Schopenhauer's dream of a unified world soul. The
lack of distinction between the objective and the subjective that pervades nineteenth-century hopes and
dreams is the root of the mistaken belief, frequently
encountered in the twentieth century, that the artists
known as impressionists " copied " nature .
Symbolists pursued a similar goal . Instead of trying
to express their subjective response to objective, external nature, they ignored it and placed their emphasis on the expression of subjective internal " ideas,"
which are also "objective" because universally
shared . Where a subjective view of nature is universally shared, the impressionist who seeks to express
it is also, perhaps inadvertently, a symbolist . lhdeed ,
as the author shows, symbolists recognized impressionists like Monet as colleagues .
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Since both impression ists and symbolists rejected
the " reality " of anyth ing purely external , they found
themselves confronted with a com mon prob lem of
verification . In principle , the subjective impressionist
vision could be verified only by anyone who cou ld
discard all conventions and see the worl d immediately and freshly , whi le the symbol ist universal ideal
(i.e. , that whic h is internal to al l) was verifiable only by
intu ition . Shiff argues, however, that symboli st and
impress ioni st artists and critics in fact so lved their
problem in the same way . The works were to be read
through their " means of expression ," and these
means of expression were techniques . Symbolists
sought techn iques which prdduced images that coul d
be read as a un iversal language . They stressed sci entific method as the means to achieve their goal and
saw imp ression ists as di rected at a wo rthwhil e goal ,
but blindly, idiosyncratically . Conversely, impressionists rejected method as convention and sought to
manifest thei r ind ividuality. Their techn iques would
have to seem spontaneous and idiosyncratic . External
standards might be evoked. Zola traced Manet's
"blond " tonal ity to his "temperament" yet argued that
his tonal scale accurately translated the scale of values found in nature. But both impression ists and symbol ists depended ultimately upon the persuasiveness
of technique for verification. Persuasiveness counted
for more than resemblance of the "finished " product
to anything external. Shiff's expression for such persuasiveness is mastery of the "technique of originality," or " making a find ."
The central role played by the "techn ique of originality" makes the heart of this study of theory into a
detailed analys is of artistic practice . Sh iff prefers the
term "technique " to the alternative " style " and , one
assumes , "form ," because it calls attention to the
conscious-learned and trained-"skil led " aspect of
art. According ly, the book plays on an opposition between the " made ," suggesting craft , and the "found ,"
suggesting genius and inspiration. In modern art,
according to Shiff, "finding " is represented , not
achieved , and works of art are in fact "made" by the
skillful application of technique .
The problematic nature of the relationship between
theory and practice comes into focus when we ask
whether Cezanne and the End of Impressionism offers an intentionalist read ing of Cezanne. An intentionalist argument would begin and end with the proof
that Cezanne subscribed to known tenets of impressionist theory. The section "Seeing Cezanne" does indeed carry more authority than Shiff grants to Fry,
Denis , or later critics. The reader assumes that the
chapter "Cezanne 's Practice " provides the key to the
" real " Cezanne . Yet Cezanne 's " practice," though informed by, is not identical with his rather rudimentary
theory. Moreover, the reader emerges from the book
with the ability to "see" Cezanne in mutually contradictory ways. Shiff's multilayered readings of tech-
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nique seem to argue against the assumption of a
one-to-one (or cause and effect) relationship between
theory and practice . Without such an assumption,
even the most elementary reading of intention demands an understanding of the language-technical
and verbal-in which it is framed .
If Shiff's interpretation is not intentional , it is not
iconographic either, at least not in any traditional
sense . It could be called an iconography of technique
if th is term did not suggest either the search for
"sources ," for which iconographical analysis is frequently employed in modern art, or a "personal iconography" of the artist. But Shiff's purpose is not to
identify the source of Cezanne 's coloristic method or
to translate any particular mark into a perceptual or
philosophical hypothesis concerning the retina, the
fourth dimension , or the relation between space and
time . Nor does the book attempt to identify a universal formal language of art. To the contrary , it assumes
the impossibility of such a language, demonstrating
instead that the same formal devices, even in the
same society and even by those who hold sim ilar values , can be interpreted in very different ways.
If Cezanne and the End of Impressionism is neither
an intentional nor an iconograph ical reading of style ,
then in what sense does this book contribute to the
understanding of artistic form? In fact, the book has
to carve out its own methodological niche, for it proposes a way of viewing art 's role in modern society,
and does so differently from the iconographical studies presently identified with the social history of art. Its
concern is to show how the appearance of a modern
work conveys a shared mean ing to its aud ience, past
and present. The result is an understanding of the
means whereby the myth of the artist affects the practice of artist and critic , and helps determine how
paintings " look." Hence the book focuses not on pri vate languages but on the publ ic language of criti cism and the techniques, conventional and social ,
which give this mythology expression .
The analysis of techniques is carried out on several
levels. Within a single , impressionist frame of reference, one technique of original ity succeeds another
by creating a new way of avoiding the appearance of
compositional hierarchy (chap . 8) . A new technique
may convince the viewer that the artist has copied,
imitated , or found , only within the discourse of technique , by unmasking the conventional , technical element in other representations of originality. But the
same technique may be interpreted differently. In
Rashomon-like sequence, the same illustrations reappear attached to new interpretations. For example,
the warped table top in Three Skulls enters into a discussion of the role of " deformation " or "gaucherie" in
nineteenth-century critical discourse . Such departures
from convention , Shiff explains, could be interpreted
by symbolists as either " subjective" (individual , idiosyncratic , owing to the faithful transmission of subjec-
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tive impressions) or "objective " (conveying universal
truth, as a correction of nature). " Impressionists "
could view them , on the oth er hand, as the sign of a
"continuing immediacy rather than any finalizing connective vision " (p. 191 ). Wh en Three Skulls resurfaces
in the context of Cezanne's technical practice , its
warped tab le top is viewed as a consequence of
Cezanne's technique of making a find (pp. 212- 213) .
Not an observation , a missed observation , or a failure
in translating an observation caused the warping of
the table , but Cezanne 's method of unifying his can vas wi th contrasting but c lose ly valued hues . This
techn ique of ori g in ality res ults in the effect of " modeling " of flat surfaces and backgrounds , which viewers
may translate as signs of continuing immediacy or
objective d istortion . Cezanne 's technical activity en abled him to make such finds- to produce the
impression that became the end of his art.
The critical terminology of the book undergoes a
metamorphosis simi lar to its ill ustrations. Te rms such
as " impression ," "im itation ," " copy ," and "classic "
collect layers of meaning as they appear and reappear in the arguments of critics from Quatremere to
Fry . Uncovering these mean ings , Shiff shows that the
subject of the d iscourse remains orig inality and how it
can be, paradoxically , "made ," even as a term such
as " copy" switches allegiance from one side of the
question to the other. One of the most convincing excavations is that of the term "classic ," which twentieth-century scholars identify with emotional distance
and certain formal characteristics. Shiff demonstrates
conclusively that in the nineteenth century this term
denoted an orig inality thought to be found again and
again by independent artists. This meaning underli es
Denis 's concept of the "spontaneous classic " and
Fry's natural classicist. A fascinating discussion of
Poussin reveals that even his classicism was thought
to be "found " and that shared originality , not formal
similarity, was the basis for Cezanne 's legendary resemblance to Pou ssin .
Shiff explores this discourse without subscribing to
it. He turns the finder into a maker, even a "faker,"
one who "fakes a find ." The "original " artist in our society , he argues , makes this originality . He fashions a
technique that could be mistaken for the thing itself.
Acceptance of Shiff's findings may mean disappointment for those re luctant to exchange the dream of the
heroic artist for the less inspiring image of the artist
as "faker." It may provoke resistance from those who
feel accused of having mistaken their finger for the
moon. It may even seem as though the author means
to charge the artist possessing the skill to "fake a
find " with being a "fake artist. " For Shiff he is not. He
is the only artist we have. Far from demeaning him ,
the argument returns to the artist's responsibility for
the pub li c side of his art. The ability of the " master of
originality" to "represent a leap not taken " is power
enough . If Shiff denies the artist his ability to find him-

self, he gives him credit for making more than solutions to formal problems. The artist makes , and bears
responsibi lity for, his (public) self.
Perhaps Shiff's message , like the emperor's new
clothes , touches on something most of us have probably understood on some level . The message is almost too obvious : paintings are made, not found , and
the artist uses techniques to make them . They point
to , rather than exemplify, their objects . Yet how many
critics and historians stumble over the perhaps not so
banal fact that paintings , whatever they signify, do so
by vi rtue of techniques? The most powerful of twentieth-century artistic theories rely on the assumption
that art is nontechnical. Art is express ion , vision , experience , but not technique . The source of the myth
perhaps explains some of its power. The discourse of
"making and finding " migrated , in the nineteenth century , from the realm of the divine to that of the personal . If the romantics found God in the self, by the
early twentieth century God had disappeared from
the discourse and one searched oneself for one 's
own inimitable individuality . In the transference , individuality maintained some of the aura of the divine .
Hence much modern ist art criticism continues to partake of the rhetoric of religion and feels uncomfortab le
with attempts to reveal signs of performance or skills
suggestive of human , as opposed to d ivine ,
intervention.
For a historian so careful to keep his terms and
" read ings" of paintings historical , Shiff is reserved
about his own historical position . In effect, he dons
impressionist and symbolist glasses in order to "see "
Cezanne through his nineteenth-century context. Yet it
is impossible not to have the feeling that the interpretation arose from a " seeing " of Cezanne that is peculiarly of Shiff's own time . This late-twentieth-century
position , the only one left inexplicit in the text, is
present as a subtext throughout the book, and Shiff
admits as much in footnotes in which he interprets the
impressionists as " postmodernist in the ir artistic practice " and refers to poststructuralists and other chal lengers of the modernist myth , including Barthes , de
Man , and Ricoeur (pp. 249 , 253 , 254). Shiff's book
could be seen as reading postmodernist strateg ies ,
which purport to embrace the historicity of the artistic
image , anachronistically into impressionist art. Such
an interpretation could impute Shiff's objectivity. If the
postmodernist reading is appropriate , however, as I
believe it is , then it suggests that the discourse of
originality and creativity has merely taken on a new
challenge in postmodernism.
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Shiff's approach bears significance for more traditional iconographic and psychological approaches to
modern art. Such approaches must reckon with the
social technique of originality. Shiff suggests an interpretation of Cezanne 's subject matter when he comments that Cezanne used stereotypically traditional
subjects such as bathers in the woods , still lifes , and
views of mountains "to transform conventional art all
the more decidedly by way of an unconventional
technical procedure designed to appear natural"
(p. 214) . This line of investigation is a promising avenue
for studies of modernist subject matter. It allows for
sophisticated readings without denying the banality of
most modernist subjects , or worse , investing them
with an undeserved iconographical sign ificance.
Shiff's rehabilitation of "technique " makes clear ,
however, the fallacy of such apologies as the following one , from Ringbom 's otherwise excellent study of
theosophical imagery in another pioneer of modern
art. Ringbom burdens Kandinsky's essay Composition
6 with the necessity to prove that he "sincerely believed .. . that he was responding to the inner Klang ,"
even though he in fact "achieved abstraction through
the manipulation of a figural prototype. " Such an endeavor, in Ringbom 's eyes, falls short of the "considerable degree of imagination and autosuggestion "
required to " perceive the 'in ner sound of a word ' and
translate it into form and colour," because seeing a
painting abstractly "only requires some exercise and
may, moreover, be facilitated by devices such
as turning the picture on one side " (Ringbom
1970:154-155). But, as Ringbom well understands ,
Kandinsky's paintings are art, employing a technique
of originality, and not rivals to Besant and Leadbetter's Thought Forms. Hence Kandinsky's essay,
which mentions some of the technical procedures to
which Ringbom refers , need only testify to his desire
to let his technical manipulations achieve for him his
response to the inner "Klang." He consequently need
not be regarded as insincere if he manipulates his
paintings technically and pillages theosophical manuals to achieve the appearance of meaning without its
representational substance .
Similarly, psychological approaches to modern art,
before they uncover the artist's unconscious self, or
"signs of [his] destructiveness and black moods"
(Schapiro 1959:41 ), must take into account the extent
to which the paintings manifest a special insight, not
into the mysteries of this self in its isolation, but into
communally held values . The iconography of technique is therefore shared and social, not merely
personal. If the work of art does not embody the realization of society's values , it renews itself and its society by pointing to them.
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Mercifully, this book makes its sophisticated argument in plain English, devoid of fashionable jargon or
mystification. Unfortunately, its rather labored style
sometimes has an effect as bewildering as any jargon . The organization of the book, which "itself
imitates and illustrates the historical process of interpretation, change and accretion" (pp. xv-xvi), leads
to repeated reformulations, which continually send the
reader flipping pages in search of previous formulations. If a historical argument must imitate its historical
subject (which is doubtful), perhaps it could at least
have been done with more grace. The weakest part
of this book, however, is not its literary style, but its
black-and-white illustrations. Shiff's argument about
color would be difficult to substantiate even with color
illustrations of very high quality (it demands observation of original paintings). The mere repetition of some
illustrations does not help. Would it not have been
more efficient to separate the illustrations from the
text and include at least a few color details? But the
very fact that illustrations are a problem of the book
demonstrates the unusual dependence of this study
of theory on detailed visual evidence . These minor
criticisms should not affect the reception of a major
contribution to the study of modern art.
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Michael P. Smith. Spirit World: Pattern in the
Expressive Culture of Afro-American New Orleans.
New Orleans: New Orleans Urban Folklife Society,
1984. 120 pp., ills. (n.p.) Available by mail only
from Friends of the Cabildo Bookstore, Presbytere,
Louisiana State Museum, 751 Charles St., New
Orleans, LA 70016.
Reviewed by Charles Keil
State University of New York at Buffalo
I like everything about Spirit World . The photographs
portray Spiritual Churches and Black Indian clubs in
their New Orleans context with great clarity and affection. The reporting is in big print, straightforward , condensed, wise . The book is a joy to look at, a joy to
read , and thinking about the pictures and words together lifts the spirit still further. It has made important
differences in the way I will lead my life from now on .
My spouse put it nicely the other day: "Ritual is the
only process that can fuse the physical and the spiritual , the material and the ideal. " This book is all about
such magical moments, social intensities creating
soul out of flesh. As Nicolas R. Spitzer notes in the
Introduction , it is also about the irony "that in many of
the places where physical decay is a fact of life, cultural traditions-the lifeblood of New Orleans-are the
strongest" (p . 3) and about the importance of diversity: "Just as the meeting point between fresh and
salt water in Louisiana is the richest breeding ground
for seafood and shorebirds-unparalleled in North
America-so our Creolized south Louisiana society
with its blurred social boundaries and multiple cultural
codes has produced musics , foods, dances , .. . and
architecture that have set the world on its ear, mouth
and eye" (p. 4) .
Before reading this book I was unaware of the
many and deep connections between Afro-American
and American Indian cultures that Smith's sections on
"The Honoring of a Brother Culture " and " Indian
Practice: Another Kind of Church " so clearly reveal .
These connections further reverberate into the
Spiritual Churches . As Bishop Lydia Gilford puts it,
"The Spiritual Churches have all the same saints as
the Catholic churches , ... but have added a few
more, like Black Hawk, and Sitting Bull- who were
praying Indians- and others . We go to Black Hawk
for peace and justice" (p. 53).

Judging from the text and photos, the founder and
most of the bishops of these Spiritual Churches have
been women. And the "children are raised to be seen
and heard " (p. 50) as well. "I saw small children , no
more than five or six years of age, get up and speak
spontaneously, and with conviction , to large groups of
adults . Sometimes even smaller children were held up
to the microphone and allowed to speak, or view the
proceedings from that vantage point, even if they
couldn 't speak yet" (p. 50) .
A more competitive egalitarianism stylizes the interaction at the predominantly male Black Indian social
clubs. They meet Sunday afternoons and even in gs at
the local taverns. Practices center on call/response
singing , rapping duels, and dance turns over a large
and diverse rhythm section .
Few are tempted to prove themselves physically where
verbal resourcefulness and dance are much more highly
regarded than brute strength.
As the practice progresses members of friendly tribes
drop by to join in. Whole tribes sometimes pass through
the practice in an elaborate ritual challenge where members of the home tribe confront or fend off challenges by
members of the visiting tribe . These confrontations are in
the same style as tribal challenges in the streets during
Mardi Gras. (p. 91)

The major difference between practices and parades
is, of course , the emphasis on elaborate feathered
and beaded regalia that have been constructed during the preceding year to cap all previous razzle-dazzle displays of plumes. Les Blank's film Always for
Pleasure lets you see these hand-sewn masterpieces
in motion , but they are extraordinarily pleasing to the
eye in stil l photographs as well , in black-and-white or
color.
An Afterword by Michael Smith points to two oppressive policies in the city of New Orleans that
threaten our " hope for seeing a future of traditions all
around us" (p . 4):
The city, for example, should provide police services free
of charge to the traditional parading groups all year
around- not just during Mardi Gras , which is simply the
traditional parade season for the White community, which
has been supported by the city over the years and developed into a commercial resource . The equally spectacular parades of the Afro-American community, which
traditionally occur in the fall and in the spring , are required by the city to retain police services on their own.
That expense alone , some $600 to $800 per parade, is
extremely oppressive to these marginal groups , and
many clubs no longer parade as a result. This is a
shame. (p . 118)
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The city might also well reconsider its position in relation
to its repressive taxing of live cultural arts- especially live
m~sic , which has contributed so greatly to the city's reputation and economy. Live music clubs are required to pay
a total of 13% in taxes (5% city amusement , 5% city
sales, and 3% state sales). On the other hand, live boxing
events pay only 1% city amusement tax, and movie theatres pay only 2% . ... This does not make sense; boxing
and electronic entertainment should not be favored over
~ive cultural arts which provide much needed , steady
JObs. In recent years many live music clubs have gone
out of business , putting many musicians out of work,
some only to reopen as disco establishments which pay
no amusement tax. (p. 119)

Write to the mayor of New Orleans . Urge him to
make cultural freedom a top priority. But first we
should check our own local laws to see what obstacles stand in the way of street music , club music,
dance, and fully protected parades. The struggle for
human rites begins at home but is worldwide.
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Roy Strong. The English Renaissance Miniature.
London: Thames and Hudson, 1983. 208 pp., 247
ills. (8 color plates).

Reviewed by Peter Burke
Emmanuel College, Cambridge
This study opens with a fanfare of trumpets. The portrait miniature, Sir Roy Strong announces, was "England's greatest contribution to the art of painting
during the Renaissance." On the heels of the important exhibition of these miniatures held at the Victoria
and Albert Museum in London in 1983, he offers us a
crisp chronological survey of the genre from 1520 to
1620, with special reference to five artists. The five
are Lucas Hornebolte, a Netherlander who arrived in
England in 1525; Hans Holbein, a German who
learned the art of "limiting" (as painting miniatures
was called) from Hornebolte and produced at least
fourteen examples of the genre; Levina Teerlinc, a
Netherlander who became a "gentlewoman " to
Queen Elizabeth I; Nicholas Hilliard, the only
Englishman in the group and the creator of some of
the most memorable icons of the Virgin Queen; and
Isaac Oliver, a Frenchman who is the real hero of the
book for his introduction of Renaissance perspective
and chiaroscuro (though Queen Elizabeth did not find
him flattering enough and continued to prefer
Hilliard).
Strong's study is important for two main reasons. In
the first place, he has been in a good position to
make use of the new technology developed in the laboratories of the Victoria and Albert and other museums, dating panel paintings with the help of treering analysis and establishing attributions in the light
of ultraviolet rays. These methods have helped in
the reconstruction of the artistic personalities of
Hornebolte and Teerlinc , the listing of Holbein's contributions, and the defining of the oeuvre of Hilliard
and Oliver. Of course an element of intuition remains,
so it is a pity that Sir Roy did not invite other specialist into the laboratory to view the miniatures with him .
However, the new information is most welcome.
In the second place, the book is important for its
bold attempt to liberate miniature painting from what
the author picturesquely calls its "art-historical straitjacket." Hilliard is traditionally considered a miniature
painter and no more, although there is evidence to
suggest that he illuminated manuscripts, painted pictures of normal size, designed medals and seals
(and, in Strong's opinion, title pages), made jewels,
and even colored funeral monuments. His miniatures
need to be set in this context, and also in political
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context. A former student of the late Frances Yates at
the Warburg Institute, Strong follows her lead in relating art and politics , explaining Hilliard 's insular and
" reactionary " style by the fact that the wars of religion
in France and the Netherlands made travel abroad
difficult, while the threat of Spanish invasion height~ned national consciousness . He adds some perceptive remarks on propaganda by the image . Like the
princeps Augustus , Queen Elizabeth liked to be portrayed as ·eternally young , not necessarily from personal vanity alone but to keep the public from
thinking about the problem of the succession .
It is a pity that Strong has dulled the force of his
arguments by diluting them w ith a number of virtually
qratuitous speculations . There are too many propositions of the " must have been " variety , let alone "there
is nothing against the possibility that. ... " In some
cases what is no more than a hypothesis on its first
appearance swiftly turns into a certainty and a foundation on which a second hypothetical structure is
bu.ilt, as in the matter of Hilliard 's presumed responsibil ity for the illumination of the royal charter to
Emmanuel College , Cambridge (an attribution that
was not made under laboratory conditions) . There is
no discussion of alternative possibilities or of the
charter as a genre.
There are other blemishes . This type of study , like
the miniature itself, demands close attention to detail
but Strong's execution is sometimes careless . He mi~
takes a partisan for a " pike" (p. 105) and describes
Beccafumi as one of the " latest" painters at a time
when he had been in his grave for more than half a
centur~ . As for the critical vocabulary employed , the
less sa1d about it the better, though the point has to
be made that Strong sees the miniatures in terms of
photographic realism and appears unaware of the
inconsistency between this view and the remarks
thrown out from time to time about the conventions of
visual communication. To discuss these conventions
was not the author's aim and so it would be unfair to
criticize him for saying so little about them , but it
would be good to see a study of these miniatures as
of other English portraits , which concentrated on t'he
expr~ssions , postures , gestures , and accessories of
the Sitters as .so many signs , so many strategies for
the presentation of self-the visual equivalent of
Stephen Greenblatt's brilliant book Renaissance
Self-Fashioning from More to Shakespeare .

Chandra Mukerji. From Graven Images:
Patterns of Modern Materialism. New York:
Columbia University Press, 1983. 368 pp., ills.
$30.00 (cloth), $12.00 (paper).

Reviewed by Nicholas Garnham
Polytechnic of Central London.
A consistent theme in the critique of capitalism , especially since 1945, has been the attack on consumerism , an attack launched from both right and left
at both the popular and the academic level. Consumerism from this perspective is seen as the characteristic central value system of late capitalism within
which (1) the efficacy of societies is judged by their
level of production of material goods and individual
happiness and (2) status is defined in terms of the
level of consumption of such goods . For the right this
has led to the decay of traditional moral values and
the decline of social deference . For the left it has increased human alienation and blinded the exploited
classes to the inbuilt inequalities of the capitalist system. Consumption not religion becomes the opiate of
the people.
More serious , among the younger radical American
social historians (one thinks of the work of Elizabeth
and Stuart Ewen) there is now work across a wide
front searching for the roots of what can be seen as
the characteristic social formation of contemporary
capitalism , one in which there is a complex dialectic
between , on the one hand , the social fragmentation
caused by developments in the division of labor,
transport , and communication systems and , on the
other, the development of an international mass market for goods and services increasingly consumed on
a privatized basis , each act of constantly repeated
~o.nsumpti~n carrying exchange relations into the very
t1n1est crev1ces of our personal lives. This search has
focused upon a period of transition lasting in the U.S.
from about 1880 to 1920, during which the institutions
of mass retailing and advertising, mass communications , and mass politics, which characterize our era,
were put into place and the values they incarnate
were disputed .
From Graven Images engages with this important
set of problems . But Mukerji is one of a group of historians who challenge the view implicit in much of the
work in this area that consumerism is the product of a
late stage in the development of industrial capitalism .
Plumb and his colleagues at Cambridge University,
whom Mukerji cites, push the origins of consumerism
back to the eighteenth century . Mukerji herself finds
its roots in the fifteenth or even fourteenth century,
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and her central thesis is that consumerism, or, as she
dubs it, a "materialist culture ," far from being the result of industrial capitalism is in fact its cause.
She argues that the growth of trade made available
in Europe a wide range of consumption goods whose
existence in itself presented a challenge to the established cultural order, necessitating the development
of an ethic of consumption that could both endow
these goods with value and provide criteria for making choices among them. This then started a constantly reinforcing and expanding process by which
material satisfactions and functions were split off from
spiritual ones. Consumption encouraged and was in
turn encouraged by the development of fashion , production by the entrepreneurial response to this demand , and markets were widened and deepened by
the process of trade itself. She argues that the supply
of goods, the need to handle and evaluate an everwider range of goods , taught people to consume , to
produce for consumption , and to evaluate the world
in scientific terms as itself a material object; and that
these three elements of the process were self-reinforcing, leading to the eventual launch of industrial
capitalism proper in Great Britain .
Mukerji goes on to illustrate this thesis through the
examination of the impact of the first major mass production technology, print. She does this from three
aspects: print as a producer of consumption goods ,
print as a producer of capital goods, and print as a
crucial element in the development of science and
the scientific worldview . In her analysis she focuses
on pictorial prints , maps, and printed calico. Here the
first problem with this book arises : printing cannot
bear the explanatory weight that is placed upon it.
This is amply illustrated by the two chapters Mukerji
devotes to the development of the British calico industry, a development which she argues was crucial
for the rise of industrial capitalism in Britain. Whether
such an explanation is true or false (and in my view it
shares a general tendency of the book to exaggerate
monocausality), what is clear is that the printing element in the process of calico production (as opposed
to spinning and dyeing) does not enter in any serious
way into her explanation. We could as well be discussing unprinted cloth except for the historical accident that it was in fact printed calico that was the
crucial fashion good.
While Mukerji's discussion of both prints and maps
is in itself interesting, it says no more than what is
now for all but the most idealist of cultural historians a
commonplace, namely, that the form of prints developed in dialectical relationship to the development of
a mass market for them and that maps were an important technology in the development of European
international trading dominance, thus in the creation
of the Wallerstein ian "modern world system." Even
here, however, her choice of print as an example of
her thesis-for reasons that are never adequately ex-
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plained-leads her to exaggerate the importance of
maps, or at least of printed maps. Her treatment of
the relationship between print and science is largely a
conventional reworking of the now dominant Lefebvre
and Martin and Eisenstein tradition .
So far as her main thesis is concerned, she has to
be praised for tackling an important subject. In the
desert of contemporary sociology this is not a negligible quality. However, in doing so she is challenging
the masters on their chosen ground . If you wish to get
into the ring with Marx and Weber, you have to be
sure you are in good theoretical and historical training. I am afraid Mukerji looks, in this league , like a
George Plimpton . Apparently being unfamiliar with the
literature on the feudalism/capitalism transition , she
does not seem to realize that she is implicitly repeating the trade-based theory put forward by, among
others, Sweezy and Wallerstein , and so she nowhere
deals with the major critiques of that theory or provides any explanation of why the development of
trade, which she requires as the necessary base for
the development of her materialist culture , took place .
This uncertainty is reinforced by an ambiguity as to
whether she is claiming materialist culture as an explanation of capitalist development or as part of the
process internal to that development of the shift from
commercial to industrial capitalism . She appears to
think that she is putting forward a culturalist corrective
to Marxist explanations of capitalist development without showing any signs of having read the extensive
debates around culturalist versions of Marxism . She
writes, for instance, that " production and trade have a
Janus face, that as patterned uses of material culture
they necessarily have both economic and cultural
meaning," without appearing to realize that the whole
problem lies precisely in the interrelationship and
lines of force and determination between those two
levels or moments.
From Graven Images is valuable in directing attention to a crucial problem and set of issues in historical
sociology and in the understanding of contemporary
capitalism, namely, how we understand and evaluate
our use of and relationship to material objects . It is
valuable too if it encourages others to study this
question from a historical perspective. But in the last
analysis Mukerji does not, unfortunately, meet the major challenge she has set herself.
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Umberto Eco, V. V. Ivanov, and Monica Rector. Carnival!
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Manfred Meyer, ed. Children and the Formal Features of
Television: Approaches and Findings of Experimental and
Formative Research. Munich/New York: K. G. Sauer, 1983.
333 pp. OM 42.
The "formal features" referred to in this book's title
are the various visual and auditory devices (ways of
shooting and editing, sound effects , etc.) that distinguish television from other modes of communication
and from real-world experience. The book's organizing theme has to do with the role of these devices in
children 's cognitive , emotional, or behavioral responses to television. Seven of the book's eleven essays address this theme from a more theoretical
perspective , while the remaining essays are more directly concerned with the application of theory to the
production of children 's programming . Many of the
most prominent scholars in this area are represented
in this collection , and since the essays are primarily
summaries of bodies of research rather than reports
on single projects, the book as a whole should be
useful to readers who want a survey of the area.
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Berlin: Mouton, 1984. 165 pp. 37 color ills. OM 68.00
($30.90).
Readers familiar with the Mouton/de Gruyter "Approaches to Semiotics" series, of which this book is
no. 64, will no doubt have already internalized the
caution caveat emptor. The present volume , although
presented in alphabetical order by authors ' names , is
not divided into three equal parts . The essay by Eco
is a short (8 pages) rumination , "The Frames of
Comic 'Freedom, '" which notes , unsurprisingly, that
"Carnival can exist only as an authorized transgression. " Ivanov's essay, "Carnival as the Inversion of
Bipolar Opposites," is also brief, although loaded with
scholarly documentation (12 pages of text followed by
6 pages of notes and 6 pages of references) , and focuses largely on the role and meaning of transvestism
and on the use of carnival images by various writers.
The bulk of the book, however, concentrates on the
Carnival in Rio de Janeiro. Monica Rector's semiotic
analysis of the "Escolas-de-Samba" is accompanied
by striking , well-produced color illustrations of dancers. The analysis itself is likely to appeal primarily to
the truly devoted fans of structural/semiotic interpretation , but it does contain nuggets of information and illumination that can be mined by diligent unbelievers .
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Richard Schachner. Between Theater and Anthropology.
Philadelphia: The University of Pennsylvania Press, 1985. 342
pp. 63 ills. $35.00.
Considering how many anthropologists and sociologists have turned to the theater as a source of organizing metaphors and evocative terminology , it is
notable that few scholars of theater and performance
have returned the compliment. Richard Schechner is
unquestionably the foremost occupant of the borderline betwen performance, theater, and anthropology.
Studies readers will recall his "Restoration of Behavior" (7 :3) , a revised version of which appears in the
present book- revised , as are other previously published articles , to fit an impressively coherent structure . Among Schechner's many contributions, as his
late friend Victor Turner notes in his foreword, is his
bringing to our attention "the indigenous theorizings
of non-Western theater, themselves rooted in religious
and ethical world views unfamiliar to the tradition deriving from Athens -Rome-Jerusalem , which encompasses our Euro-American outlooks and articulates
the texts , scenarios , mise-en-scenes, training , and
symbolic codes of our familiar cultural performances
from film , telescreen , to stage. "
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Allan Sekula. Photography Against the Grain: Essays and
Photo Works 1973-1983. Halifax: The Nova Scotia College of
Art and Design , 1984. 259 pp. Ills. (color and black-andwhite). $20.00 (Canadian).
"Thirteen years ago, when I first began making photographs with any seriousness, the medium 's paramount attraction was , for me , its unavoidable social
referentiality , its way of describing-albeit in en igmatic , misleading , reductive and often superficial
te rms-a world of social institutions , gestures, manners, relationships . And the problematic character of
this descriptive power is itself compelling , compounded by the fact that the life world that beckons is
one in which the photographer is already a social actor, never a completely innocent or objective bystander" (p . ix) .
Readers familiar with Sekula's all-too-rare and always rewarding essays on photography, from "The
Invention of Photographic Meaning " onward , will likely
be pleased at the prospect of a volume which brings
together five of his essays. They will also likely be
grateful for an opportunity to encounter his photo
works , five of which make up the second part of the
book. The essays, not surprisingly, match one's high
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expectations: they are cogent , well argued, and, to
use a somewhat old-fashioned word , engaged . The
photo works parallel these; they are intellectual and
deeply felt, ironic and highly political-"interventions"
as well as commentaries.
After seeing this welcome book, many will want to
examine the others in the very impressive "Nova
Scotia Series: Source Materials of the Contemporary
Arts ."

.
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Erratum
Joanna Kirkpatrick, author of "The Painted Ricksha as
Culture Theater" (Studies in Visual Communication 10:3,
Summer 1984), wishes to call attention to Figure 19,
which is a reversed print, a visual typographical error
that she regrets not detecting before the article went to
press.
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Landscape as Photograph
Estelle Jussim • Elizabeth Lindquist-Cock
A beautifully illustrated h istory of American landscape
photography from the 184os to the present. The book
discusses how photographs convey meaning and how the
changing attitudes toward nature and picture-making are
reflected in landscape photography. Included are the works
of photographers such as Timothy O'Sullivan,
A nsel Adams, Dorothea Lange, Lee Friedlander,
and Joel Meyerowitz.

Ansel Adams, Mount Williamson, rhe Sierra Nevada, from Manzanor, California,

1 944·

"Important, timely, and elegant." -Carl Chiarenza
70 duotones + 8 color plates $35.00

Common Ground
Photographs and text by Gregory Conniff
An arresting sequence of 75 photographs that help us value
elements of our everyday landscape, elements often
invisible in their commonness. Conniffs striking
photographs are accompanied by an essay that makes a
persuasive argument for visual intelligence - a new way to
look at photographs and to think about how we see the world.
"A major event in the history of photography."
-John A. Kouwenhoven
75 duotones $35.00
An American Field Guide, Volume I

A. A. E. Disderi and the
Carte de Visite Portrait
Photograph
Elizabeth Anne McCauley
Disderi's invention of the carte de visite photograph in the
185os marked the beginning of popular photography. In this
handsome book, McCauley examines the history and
significance of the carte, showing that its proliferation had
a marked effect not only on French society but also on
portrait painting of the period. Her multifaceted study
provides a new perspective in photography and art history.
205 illus. $3o.oo
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